2019 Montana Better Newspaper Contest Results
Circ Division

Category Name

Award

Organization

Division 1: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation of 1,250 or less.

Best News Story

First Place

The Big Timber Pioneer

Entry Title
Comments
Sc hools ac t to c urb use of e- Excellent treatment of an important national, even
c igarettes
international, issue at a local level.

Credits

Division 3: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 2,001 to 4,500.

Best News Story

First Place

Division 2: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 1, 251 to 2,000.

Best News Story

First Place

'Truth changes your soul':
Tara Lyons gets admission,
settlement for sex abuse as a
Ravalli Republic
child
An excellent story about a woman gaining peace and release. Perry Backus
'50 minutes of c arnage':
Carjac king c rime spree
Yellowstone County News Monday night
Clear reporting about a flurry of violent activities.
Judy Killen

Division 4: Weekly and daily newspapers with circulation of 4,501 or more. Best News Story

First Place

Flathead Beacon

Bitc oin Under the Big Sky

Division 5: Daily newspapers (6 & 7 day).

Best News Story

First Place

Billings Gazette

'I Can't Be On The Street'

Division 1: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation of 1,250 or less.

Best News Story

Second Place

Stillwater County News

Without a trace
Father's 18-year quest to
fulfill promise to dead son
ends with Remington
settlement

Strong, clear reporting about a subject matter that is foreign
and confusing to many. Very informative. Well done.
Tristan Scott
Strong reporting about real people in need and the role of
government
Sue Olp
Clear, strong reporting gives reader good sense of a situation
that is full of unknowns.

Division 3: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 2,001 to 4,500.

Best News Story

Second Place

Ravalli Republic

Division 2: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 1, 251 to 2,000.

Best News Story

Second Place

Whitefish Pilot

Division 4: Weekly and daily newspapers with circulation of 4,501 or more. Best News Story

Second Place

Livingston Enterprise

Division 5: Daily newspapers (6 & 7 day).

Best News Story

Second Place

Montana Standard

Division 1: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation of 1,250 or less.

Best News Story

Third Place

Blackfoot Valley Dispatch

Division 3: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 2,001 to 4,500.

Best News Story

Third Place

Sidney Herald

Division 2: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 1, 251 to 2,000.

Best News Story

Third Place

Hungry Horse News

Division 4: Weekly and daily newspapers with circulation of 4,501 or more. Best News Story

Third Place

Havre Daily News

Division 5: Daily newspapers (6 & 7 day).

Third Place

Montana Standard

Another fine piece of reporting about a long battle that
brought peace.
A solid story about an issue before a loc al governmental
Fresh Life plan for mixed-use body, with fine insight about how difficult these decisions
building denied
can be in a community.
Exc ellent reporting on an ongoing set of issues that will
impact the community for decades. Good presentation of
GROWING LIVINGSTON
facts, figures, trends, hopes and worries.
Excellent reporting. Strong lede, great job finding the
senator, but mostly, excellent reporting telling readers what
Tester "not worried"
their elected official's thoughts, words and actions.
With more flooding
expected, community
Excellent reporting. Particularly enjoyed descriptions of the
pitches in to fill sandbags
series of mechanism used to fill the sand bags.
Solid reporting about an hot, ongoing issue with a room full
Keeping the heat one
of voic es, yet the story remains c lear and c onc ise.
After latest shooting, C-Falls,
students, super support
tighter gun regs
Good solid reporting and localizing a national tragedy.
A very well crafted piece. Every newspaper in the country
Tempel and Tuss on modern would be tickled to run a similar story about local politics.
politics
Exc ellent work.
In Libby, the Dying
Continues
A superb look at a c risis and its long term aftermath.

The Big Timber Pioneer

Staying afloat: Sweet Grass
County weathers flooding as
The color and examples used to describe the impact of this
rivers, c reeks and streams
swell
dangerous flood floats this entry to the top.

Division 1: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation of 1,250 or less.

Best News Story

Best Breaking News Story

First Place

Competition Comments

Jeffrey Durham

Perry Backus

Heidi Desc h

Johnathan Hettinger

David McCumber

Roger Dey
Bill Vander Weele

Chris Peterson

Tim Leeds
David McCumber

Chris Aiken
The stories that rec eived multiple looks from this judge are those who talked to
numerous sources to give readers a well-balanced perspective about the event in
question.

Division 2: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 1, 251 to 2,000.

Best Breaking News Story

First Place

Dillon Tribune

Division 3: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 2,001 to 4,500.

Best Breaking News Story

First Place

Glasgow Courier

A sensitive subject on a deputy firing handled well. Named
sourc es tell the reader what is going on from their
perspective. These types of stories can challenging. Well
written story, as well.
J.P. Plutt
This story left few questions remaining as to what happened
and why this sheriff's deputy was in hot water. The writing
Strommen Pleads Not Guilty was c lear and the c ontent easy to get through.
Michelle Bigelbach

Livingston Enterprise

Zinke to step down as
Interior Secretary

Division 4: Weekly and daily newspapers with circulation of 4,501 or more. Best Breaking News Story

First Place

Sheriff fires deputy in
defiance of commissioners

A variety of comments strung together in fast-paced story
about a significant national change impacting someone
with local connections.

Johnathan Hettinger

Some stories seemed to bury a good hook, leaving compelling, reader-grabbing
details buried on the jump page.
Also, this judge had no idea how nasty the weather could be in Montana. It's first
time my first exposure to a "ground blizzard," and I've gone through my share of
blizzards.
While it's hard to write breaking news for a weekly newspaper, these contestants
tried to keep the information timely.
The stories that rose to the top were the ones where readers were left with a
complete picture about a developing situation despite the quick turnaround time
for the reporters. Making the extra call and getting the additional perspective can
turn a good story into a great story.

Of the 25 entries, I narrowed down the field to eight. A special honorable mention
to Michael Kordenbrock for being sensitive with the distraught family of a dead 14year-old and the team at the Missoulian and the Daily Inter Lake for their
respec tive interviews with those impac ted by the Glac ier National Park fire.
Michael Wright also did a quality job pulling together the judge's decision on
grizzly bear hunting. Thomas Plank's best work for the Independent record was his
c overage of the flooding in Helena.

Division 5: Daily newspapers (6 & 7 day).

Best Breaking News Story

First Place

Daily Inter Lake

Frank Lloyd Wright

Division 1: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation of 1,250 or less.

Best Breaking News Story

Second Place

Stillwater County News

Mangled Mess

I literally gasped when I read this story. The turnaround on
this story was extremely tight. Kudos to the writer from
having the flexibility to have this story ready to turn around
for the morning edition.
Lynnette Hintze
The timing of this train derailment didn't give the staff a lot
of time to report and write, but both were done well.
Marlo Pronovost

Two of the award winners conducted stories that, had it not been for their
initiative, may not have been reported in the first place. For the other winner, the
sharp turnaround time in pulling together a clear and compelling story on a
bizarre event was striking to this judge.

The stories that rec eived multiple looks from this judge are those who talked to
numerous sources to give readers a well-balanced perspective about the event in
question.
Some stories seemed to bury a good hook, leaving compelling, reader-grabbing
details buried on the jump page.

Division 2: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 1, 251 to 2,000.

Best Breaking News Story

Second Place

Carbon County News

Division 3: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 2,001 to 4,500.

Best Breaking News Story

Second Place

The Madisonian

Division 4: Weekly and daily newspapers with circulation of 4,501 or more. Best Breaking News Story

Second Place

Livingston Enterprise

Schifferns Pleads Not Guilt
to Deliberate Homicide
Norris evacuated for
hazardous chemical cleanup
by EPA

Manhunt Suspect Caught

Quick turnaround in digging up significant amounts of
information on a murder suspect. Reader has everything we
need to know by the arraignment.
Eleanor Guerrero

Also, this judge had no idea how nasty the weather could be in Montana. It's first
time my first exposure to a "ground blizzard," and I've gone through my share of
blizzards.

The author gets into the details about why a rundown
chemical testing facility spurred the evacuation of a town.

While it's hard to write breaking news for a weekly newspaper, these contestants
tried to keep the information timely.

Reagan Colyer

Several voices commenting in this story paint a more
complete picture about the cops hunting down a bad dude. Johnathan Hettinger

The stories that rose to the top were the ones where readers were left with a
complete picture about a developing situation despite the quick turnaround time
for the reporters. Making the extra call and getting the additional perspective can
turn a good story into a great story.
Of the 25 entries, I narrowed down the field to eight. A special honorable mention
to Michael Kordenbrock for being sensitive with the distraught family of a dead 14year-old and the team at the Missoulian and the Daily Inter Lake for their
respec tive interviews with those impac ted by the Glac ier National Park fire.
Michael Wright also did a quality job pulling together the judge's decision on
grizzly bear hunting. Thomas Plank's best work for the Independent record was his
c overage of the flooding in Helena.

Division 5: Daily newspapers (6 & 7 day).

Best Breaking News Story

Second Place

Billings Gazette

Teen makes viral splash at
event

Tracking down #plaidshirtguy and then getting him to talk
earns this reporter an award.

Division 1: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation of 1,250 or less.

Best Breaking News Story

Third Place

Boulder Monitor

Shooting investigation aided The amount of information gathered on this shooting
by luc ky breaks, says sheriff investigation is impressive.

Mike Kordenbrock

Two of the award winners conducted stories that, had it not been for their
initiative, may not have been reported in the first place. For the other winner, the
sharp turnaround time in pulling together a clear and compelling story on a
bizarre event was striking to this judge.

Jan Anderson
The stories that rec eived multiple looks from this judge are those who talked to
numerous sources to give readers a well-balanced perspective about the event in
question.
Some stories seemed to bury a good hook, leaving compelling, reader-grabbing
details buried on the jump page.

A lot of information. Some fantastic quotes and interesting
stories about a weather event that left significant damage.

Melody Martinsen

Also, this judge had no idea how nasty the weather could be in Montana. It's first
time my first exposure to a "ground blizzard," and I've gone through my share of
blizzards.

An interesting subject is adequately covered by the paper's
staff.

A.J. Etherington

While it's hard to write breaking news for a weekly newspaper, these contestants
tried to keep the information timely.

Myers Reec e, Tristan
Scott

The stories that rose to the top were the ones where readers were left with a
complete picture about a developing situation despite the quick turnaround time
for the reporters. Making the extra call and getting the additional perspective can
turn a good story into a great story.

Division 2: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 1, 251 to 2,000.

Best Breaking News Story

Third Place

Choteau Acantha

Division 3: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 2,001 to 4,500.

Best Breaking News Story

Third Place

Glasgow Courier

Raging Teton River damages
roads, cabin, gravel pit
Oil Well Rupture Spills 600
Barrels of Crude, 90K Barrels
of Brine

Flathead Beacon

Complaint Details Fraud
Allegations Against Kalispell A significant development regarding a regional health
Regional Healthcare
network yields c omplete c overage.

Division 4: Weekly and daily newspapers with circulation of 4,501 or more. Best Breaking News Story

Third Place

Of the 25 entries, I narrowed down the field to eight. A special honorable mention
to Michael Kordenbrock for being sensitive with the distraught family of a dead 14year-old and the team at the Missoulian and the Daily Inter Lake for their
respec tive interviews with those impac ted by the Glac ier National Park fire.
Michael Wright also did a quality job pulling together the judge's decision on
grizzly bear hunting. Thomas Plank's best work for the Independent record was his
c overage of the flooding in Helena.

Division 5: Daily newspapers (6 & 7 day).

Division 3: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 2,001 to 4,500.

Division 1: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation of 1,250 or less.

Best Breaking News Story

Best Sports Story

Best Sports Story

Division 4: Weekly and daily newspapers with circulation of 4,501 or more. Best Sports Story

Division 2: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 1, 251 to 2,000.

Division 5: Daily newspapers (6 & 7 day).

Best Sports Story

Best Sports Story

Third Place

First Place

First Place

First Place

First Place

First Place

Billings Gazette

The reporter pushes the envelope and makes the police talk
about an incident that authorities were content to try to let
BPD tec h fired for drug theft fade away.
Phoebe Tollefson

Lewistown News-Argus

Golden Eagles dive bomb
Red Devils

Overall good coverage of the game. Unfortunately, the game
lac ked that nail-biter story line we all enjoy, but the writer's
reporting is solid and conveys the energy that must have
been felt in the gymnasium that night. Well done.
Brandon Glass

The Big Timber Pioneer

Herders pound Columbus;
Host Florence-Carlton in
Saturday playoff

While other submissions may have had slightly better
subject matter, like teams winning back-to-back
championships, the clean reporting and easy-to-read
writing makes this piec e an easy-to-pic k first plac e.

Eight Yards From Glory

An easy first plac e for this heartbreaking story. The writer
has a knack for drawing the reader in and setting the scene
with excellent lead graphs. Stats and figures are scattered
throughout the story nicely and don't feel like a burden to
read through. From the headline to the final quote from the
coach, all around great job.
Andy Viano

Buzzer-beater

Good lead draws the reader in, and good clean writing
drives this story to first place. Nice job summing up the last
few moments of the game and telling us, from the coach's
perspective, what got the team in that situation. Well done. Daniel McKay

Miracle in Missoula

A good headline, good writing and a good rivalry make this
submission first plac e. The writer does a great job of letting
the reader know how much is at stake in this game, and
follows up with solid reporting of the action. Great job.

Flathead Beacon

Whitefish Pilot

Bozeman Daily Chronicle

Jeffrey Durham

Paul Schwedelson

Division 3: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 2,001 to 4,500.

Best Sports Story

Second Place

Lewistown News-Argus

Champions

Division 1: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation of 1,250 or less.

Best Sports Story

Second Place

The Big Timber Pioneer

Herders down Colts; Fac e
Loyola in semis

Division 4: Weekly and daily newspapers with circulation of 4,501 or more. Best Sports Story

Second Place

Flathead Beacon

Perfec tion

Focusing on the brothers' wins was a smart move, and this
story was just shy of first plac e. Reading that one of the
brothers just had knee surgery on the jump page may have
been a little low in the story, but overall it flowed very well. Doreen Heintz
The reporter's c lean writing and the story's flow makes it
easy to follow. That's why this artic le is sec ond plac e. Good
job.
Jeffrey Durham
Another great example of a sports story that shows us more
than just the action on the court. It brings the game and its
players to life. Well done.
Andy Viano

Tobac c o Valley News

Lions close gap on division
leader Bigfork

Clean reporting with solid first few paragraphs that provide
the setting for a good rivalry story. The writer balanc es the
use of quotes and stats so that the foc us of the story isn't lost
to a slew of numbers. Nic e job.
Nikki Meyer

Redemption Story

The foc us of this story makes it an easy sec ond plac e. Strong
writing and descriptive action are found throughout the
piece, but the article tends to drag on toward the end. You
c an tell the writer put in the work, and it shows with a
comprehensive look at an interesting topic. Well done.
Kyle Hansen

Belgrade News

Heavy Hearts

A good story with a strong lead that grabs our attention.
Solid reporting that shows the team's reaction to such a
terrible tragedy. It's inclusive by mentioning many runners,
but tends to get bogged down with some of the statistics.
Daniel Chesnet

Big Horn County News

32 minutes that will last a
lifetime

The headline and quotes that were used did a nice job of
describing the community that's behind this basketball
program, and the writer put together a good summary of
that final game.

Division 2: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 1, 251 to 2,000.

Division 5: Daily newspapers (6 & 7 day).

Division 3: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 2,001 to 4,500.

Division 1: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation of 1,250 or less.

Best Sports Story

Best Sports Story

Best Sports Story

Best Sports Story

Second Place

Second Place

Third Place

Third Place

Billings Gazette

Division 4: Weekly and daily newspapers with circulation of 4,501 or more. Best Sports Story

Third Place

Havre Daily News

The Cat Triple

Division 2: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 1, 251 to 2,000.

Third Place

Phillips County News

Passing of the tourc h

Best Sports Story

Gary Rood, Andrew
Turck

A good solid report of a wild game. This is another good
example of a lead paragraph that sets the tone for the rest of
the story, and good use of quotes. No "sour taste" from this
one.
George Ferguson
Interesting story. The lead paragraph does a nice job of
summing up the focus while also leaving a hint of mystery to
keep us reading. Good work.
Mark Hebert

Two of the award winners conducted stories that, had it not been for their
initiative, may not have been reported in the first place. For the other winner, the
sharp turnaround time in pulling together a clear and compelling story on a
bizarre event was striking to this judge.

Division 5: Daily newspapers (6 & 7 day).

Division 1: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation of 1,250 or less.

Best Sports Story

Best Feature Story

Division 4: Weekly and daily newspapers with circulation of 4,501 or more. Best Feature Story

Division 2: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 1, 251 to 2,000.

Division 3: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 2,001 to 4,500.

Division 5: Daily newspapers (6 & 7 day).

Division 1: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation of 1,250 or less.

Best Feature Story

Best Feature Story

Best Feature Story

Best Feature Story

Division 4: Weekly and daily newspapers with circulation of 4,501 or more. Best Feature Story

Third Place

First Place

First Place

First Place

First Place

First Place

Second Place

Second Place

Classic Crosstown Game

An interesting lead, writing with the gymnasium in mind,
perfec tly sets the sc ene of this c rosstown c lash. Good solid
reporting.

The final bell: A last visit
inside Ekalaka Elementary

Well written, well researc hed. Paints a great pic ture with
the lede, but the photo use is off. Main photo appears
staged, would have been better served to show the stark
bleakness of the sc hool - as the words reflec ted. Your page
designer did not favors to promoting this story, though.

Flathead Beacon

Searc hing for Jon

This story battled #1 spot with a c o-worker's "Ic e Age" story.
Both are well-written, well researched and included
photographs (e.g., the Snickers photo) that complimented
the story and could stand alone. Both also were designed
beautifully. This story has a lede that makes the reader
hunger to continue reading, although there are some
awkward passages, e.g., "â�¦on a dire situation made direr
â�¦" That could have been tighter. The end quote to Jon's
story was perfec t. I want to know if they found him. I wish a
follow up had been included. The "Ice" story deserves praise,
but it was knocked out of the running when I noticed at the
end that the story was based on someone else's research and
not the reporter's. That isn't a bad thing, but one of the
judging criteria is research and a reporter who does his own
research bests one who doesn't.
Tristan Scott

Tobac c o Valley News

The lede makes me curious to keep reading. The writing is
simple, easy to read. The story about the boy encouraging
dad to walk around the horse and their connecting is a tearjerker moment. Could have been stronger by including
other details, such as how prior Mustangs have faired once
adopted out; or stats on the success rate. The design of the
Eureka trainer imparts trust front page could have better helped feature the story by
and respect to wild
enlarging the photo and perhaps wrapping the story around
mustangs
it in 1.5 c ol. widths, as an example
Nikki Meyer

Daily Inter Lake

The Ekalaka Eagle

Lewistown News-Argus

Billings Gazette

The Ekalaka Eagle

Valley Journal

Evan McCullers

Ryan OConnell

Enjoyed reading the stories; thank you. Sadly, many were lackluster in their "wow"
moments. While great local, community reads, they didn't rise above the pack.
The stories that placed did through more research and descriptive writing
including a narrative approach. Too many of the photos on the submissions
appeared staged.

This category had excellent submissions and most could have easily won since
contests are subjective to the judge(s). Everyone should be proud of their
submissions for making the judge's job difficult. Honorable mention wasn't an
option, but "Save our sisters," "The Empire Builder" and "Free as the Byrds" were
contenders.

I enjoyed reading the stories, whic h were easy to read and written well. However,
the highest rank given was 7, 6 and 5 and that was so knew 1st, 2nd and 3rd.
Overall, the submissions were not "wow" moments as many of the photos
appeared staged rather than complimentary and in some cases, the layout was
just too distracting because text wrapped in unflattering ways and headlines
bumped into each other. While the submissions were nice reads, they weren't
overwhelming contest material.

The main photo appears staged since the
reporter/photographer would have had to get out of the
vehic le to get that angle and the mail c arrier is looking at the
camera, but kudos to him for the effort on getting
something besides the mail carrier sitting in the vehicle. This
was effort the other entries didn't have as they mostly used
grip and grin photos. The reader should have enjoyed the
ride-along with this story as its desc riptions are on point; it's
an easy read, simply written. It was a fun story and the mail
c arrier seems like a c ool guy.
Charlie Denison

The entries were interesting reads and I enjoyed the storytelling. The photos, and
in some c ases design, were lac king. Too many grips and grins, "stoc k" photos so to
speak. Loved the very c olorful photo on a Glasgow Weather story from the
Glasgow Courier - dazzling c olor. But, it was a 2017 photo from a non-staff
member. File photo is c heating for a c ontest entry that uses art as one of the
judging criteria.

No Surrender

Easy read, well-written story that appears to not hold bac k
the ugly parts of the story. Good use of photos. Many entries
in this c ategory seemed too long but this story flowed so
easily it didn't feel as long as it was.
Jeff Welsc h

Overall, exc ellent storytelling - from a young mom who gives birth way too early
to a lung transplant to equine therapy, and so much more â�� in this group.
Impressive work and great examples of local journalism. Any number of these
entries could have easily placed with a different judge. If honorable mention was
an option then Daily Inter Lake's "Native Fish Keepers" and Billings Gazette's "Lost
in the River" both deserve a mention. There were others that I would have loved to
c onsider but either (1) the jump was missing; or (2) I c ouldn't see the story or a
page because it linked to a page that said subscribers only. Can't judge what can't
be seen.

Dig a hole, fill it up

Well written, researched; good photos. #1 story edged this
one out, however, because that reporter had better prose,
but this was a close 2nd. Page designer did poor job
featuring this story, though.

Enjoyed reading the stories; thank you. Sadly, many were lackluster in their "wow"
moments. While great local, community reads, they didn't rise above the pack.
The stories that placed did through more research and descriptive writing
including a narrative approach. Too many of the photos on the submissions
appeared staged.

First drug court graduate

Although I wish I c ould have seen more of the grad's fac e in
the main photo, I can see enough to know that the
photographer caught the woman's joy. Well done. Good use
of photos; well written; included good research and the
overall design compliments the story. The use of the pull
quote on the photo of the judge is a good touch. To help
break up gray space, however, on the page, perhaps a
breakout box or graph showing the statistical information
in the story could have been used. I do wish, though, it had a
better headline. While it gives the point of the story, it's a
snoozer hede. Perhaps something like, 45-year drug
addiction has 60 year old staring down prison. The Drug
Court honoring its first grad is a subhead.
Karen Peterson

Same Roads Different Day

Ryan OConnell

This category had excellent submissions and most could have easily won since
contests are subjective to the judge(s). Everyone should be proud of their
submissions for making the judge's job difficult. Honorable mention wasn't an
option, but "Save our sisters," "The Empire Builder" and "Free as the Byrds" were
contenders.

Division 2: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 1, 251 to 2,000.

Division 3: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 2,001 to 4,500.

Division 5: Daily newspapers (6 & 7 day).

Division 1: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation of 1,250 or less.

Best Feature Story

Best Feature Story

Best Feature Story

Best Feature Story

Division 4: Weekly and daily newspapers with circulation of 4,501 or more. Best Feature Story

Division 2: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 1, 251 to 2,000.

Best Feature Story

Second Place

Second Place

Second Place

Third Place

Third Place

Third Place

Tobac c o Valley News

Highlighting Mr. Otto's story as a fac e to the effec t of state
budget cuts is a nice way to feature-up an otherwise boring
topic . It was easy to read. Suggestions: avoid "ac c ording to"
for people and if possible, it would have been better to
inc lude more of Kac ey's voic e â�� how does he believe the
c uts will affec t him? How does he believe he will c ope with
no c ase manager or less of one? Leave out the sarc asm â��
e.g. "some joke." Did I miss in the story how many people are
affec ted? Page designer c ould have presented the story
better but that shouldn't affect the reporter's work. That
State budget c uts a worry to young man looks like he's enjoying his job but the photo is
family
so underplayed.
Nikki Meyer

I enjoyed reading the stories, whic h were easy to read and written well. However,
the highest rank given was 7, 6 and 5 and that was so knew 1st, 2nd and 3rd.
Overall, the submissions were not "wow" moments as many of the photos
appeared staged rather than complimentary and in some cases, the layout was
just too distracting because text wrapped in unflattering ways and headlines
bumped into each other. While the submissions were nice reads, they weren't
overwhelming contest material.

Missing Memphis

Certain stories will simply resonate with readers and pets
are on the short list. Toss in a nic e photo of a happy, smiling
man and his best friend wide-eyed in the backseat and it's a
sure thing. Although submitted photos, obviously, it is
appropriate for this type of story. While the layout of this
piec e c ould have been better, the story itself is well done.
The lede is appropriate considering the topic and the
narrative writing style is well done. I want to know if
Memphis made it home.
Deb Hill

The entries were interesting reads and I enjoyed the storytelling. The photos, and
in some c ases design, were lac king. Too many grips and grins, "stoc k" photos so to
speak. Loved the very c olorful photo on a Glasgow Weather story from the
Glasgow Courier - dazzling c olor. But, it was a 2017 photo from a non-staff
member. File photo is c heating for a c ontest entry that uses art as one of the
judging criteria.

Lobotomy

Love the use of the blac k and white photo of the story
subjects as children â�� so innocent and a perfect backdrop
to A1 portion; ditto to the jump page. Both photos seem to
show perfectly normal children enjoying each other's
friendship and it's poignant considering the lobotomy
subhead. Good use of descriptive quotes, such as poking
needles into skull through eye sockets, from Dully's book.
Paints a blunt, but honest picture. The clichÃ© headline of
truth stranger than fic tion does a disservic e to the story
presentation, however. We've all made typos, but the use of
"Duffy" on the jump, col. 3 is distracting because it
immediately jumped out as incorrect. It would have been
interesting to know how many people that freak doctor
treated in this way. Perhaps the reporter tried and was
unsuccessful in finding that info.
Lynnette Hintze

Overall, exc ellent storytelling - from a young mom who gives birth way too early
to a lung transplant to equine therapy, and so much more â�� in this group.
Impressive work and great examples of local journalism. Any number of these
entries could have easily placed with a different judge. If honorable mention was
an option then Daily Inter Lake's "Native Fish Keepers" and Billings Gazette's "Lost
in the River" both deserve a mention. There were others that I would have loved to
c onsider but either (1) the jump was missing; or (2) I c ouldn't see the story or a
page because it linked to a page that said subscribers only. Can't judge what can't
be seen.

Stillwater County News

One glove, one love

Beautiful, heart-warming, touching story. Could have been
better to lede with the one glove description since it ended
with finding the other.

Enjoyed reading the stories; thank you. Sadly, many were lackluster in their "wow"
moments. While great local, community reads, they didn't rise above the pack.
The stories that placed did through more research and descriptive writing
including a narrative approach. Too many of the photos on the submissions
appeared staged.

Flathead Beacon

Good use of photos and love the humor injected into the
story as well as the story behind the story (the 350-foot fall,
yikes!) Could do without the clichÃ© (e.g., spring chicken),
but that is forgivable when the rest of the paragraph paints a
very clear picture. Like the use of the pull quote, but all caps
Land and Labor: The Siderius is diffic ult to read. This is an easy-to-read, narrative of an
Legac y
interesting man. Well done.
Myers Reec e

Lewistown News-Argus

Daily Inter Lake

Choteau Acantha

Montana farmers investing
in hemp

Marlo Pronovost

The only story among the group that appeared to have
included any research â�� a c riteria of judging.
Unfortunately, the photo is submitted, but setting that
aside, the story content is better than other submissions
which used original (albeit staged) photos. If you know
someone with a drone, take a pic that shows what 22,000
ac res of hemp looks like or stand on a ladder on the outskirts
of the field and take a photo yourself. The
presentation/layout is neat compared to the other
submissions, which were unevenly spaced. Jump page could
have used pull quote or something to break up the gray.
Melody Martinsen

This category had excellent submissions and most could have easily won since
contests are subjective to the judge(s). Everyone should be proud of their
submissions for making the judge's job difficult. Honorable mention wasn't an
option, but "Save our sisters," "The Empire Builder" and "Free as the Byrds" were
contenders.

I enjoyed reading the stories, whic h were easy to read and written well. However,
the highest rank given was 7, 6 and 5 and that was so knew 1st, 2nd and 3rd.
Overall, the submissions were not "wow" moments as many of the photos
appeared staged rather than complimentary and in some cases, the layout was
just too distracting because text wrapped in unflattering ways and headlines
bumped into each other. While the submissions were nice reads, they weren't
overwhelming contest material.

Division 3: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 2,001 to 4,500.

Best Feature Story

Third Place

Glasgow Courier

Bar Owner Finds New
Purpose at Frazer Council

As noted on the submission: "Sometimes taking initiative in
a small town is hard." And Ms. Tocce is a wonderful example
of meeting difficulties head-on and succeeding. This is a
heart-warming story of what Ms. Toc c e has done to effec t
change and rises above the other entries. However, it could
have been a much better story, perhaps 1st place, had the
focus shifted. The lede is buried â�� "I wanted to be sober,
but how do you do that as a bar owner?" Excellent question!
The next couple graphs could quickly move to her harming
people and to make it right, she finds purpose on the
Council and the community office providing service â�¦
then a subhead providing the background starting with the
brother and her denial etc. That would have given more
heart to the story. The photo is nice but boring; grip and
grins on a good feature story is a disservic e, but sinc e the
other entries had the same type of "stock" photo, I didn't
hold it against this reporter.
A.J. Etherington
Comparing a c ontroversial Fish, Wildlife & Parks projec t to a
similar project on Cherry Creek provides a valuable
perspec tive for readers. The story is well written and has an
easy flow, and the accompanying photographs help tell the
story. The design of the second jump, however, could have
been better. There are two shrunken photos to allow for
text. The design folks could have easily used one photo
larger and a pull quote to break up space and 10 inches or
c ould have easily been c ut from the story. It's c lear the
reporter did his homework and visited the area. The story
has personal pet peeves, e.g., the use of "we" in the subhead
and using "according to" for people. Something to be said
for JRN 101. But it would be a shame to quibble over that on
a story that is, otherwise, well written, researc hed and
presented.
Ted Mc Dermott
Great details and compelling story.
Mac kenzie Reiss

Best Sports Feature Story

First Place

Ravalli Republic

Division 1: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation of 1,250 or less.
Best Sports Feature Story
Division 4: Weekly and daily newspapers with circulation of 4,501 or more. Best Sports Feature Story

First Place
First Place

Seeley Swan Pathfinder
Flathead Beacon

Division 2: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 1, 251 to 2,000.

Best Sports Feature Story

First Place

Hungry Horse News

The cutthroats of Cherry
Creek
Bac k on the c ourt
They call him Sunshine:
Darby wraps its arms around Heartbreaking but at the same time brings home the feeling
one of its own
of community sports.
Nic e story that does a great job digging up what drives this
Fighting for respect
young boxer.
Quiet Lion
Perfec t intro for this piec e. Great read.
Dreams do come true: Ruis
horse in Kentucky Derby
True rags to ric hes story.

Division 5: Daily newspapers (6 & 7 day).

Best Sports Feature Story

Second Place

The Missoulian

'Everything feels messed up' Timely story and honest look at dark side of c ontac t sports.

Amie Just

Stevi wrestler Devin Mc Lane
doesn't let condition allow
for any limitation
Inspirational story.
Flying by the seat of his
pants
Packed with detail.
Grende's Grind

Kyle Houghtaling
Andi Bourne, Nathan
Bourne
Andy Viano

Division 5: Daily newspapers (6 & 7 day).
Division 5: Daily newspapers (6 & 7 day).

Best Feature Story
Best Sports Feature Story

Third Place
First Place

Montana Standard
Daily Inter Lake

Division 3: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 2,001 to 4,500.

Division 3: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 2,001 to 4,500.

Best Sports Feature Story

Second Place

Ravalli Republic

Division 1: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation of 1,250 or less.
Best Sports Feature Story
Division 4: Weekly and daily newspapers with circulation of 4,501 or more. Best Sports Feature Story

Second Place
Second Place

Seeley Swan Pathfinder
Flathead Beacon

Division 2: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 1, 251 to 2,000.

Best Sports Feature Story

Second Place

Whitefish Pilot

Division 5: Daily newspapers (6 & 7 day).
Division 3: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 2,001 to 4,500.
Division 1: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation of 1,250 or less.
Division 4: Weekly and daily newspapers with circulation of 4,501 or more.
Division 2: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 1, 251 to 2,000.

Best Sports Feature Story
Best Sports Feature Story
Best Sports Feature Story
Best Sports Feature Story
Best Sports Feature Story

Third Place
Third Place
Third Place
Third Place
Third Place

Montana Standard
Laurel Outlook
Blackfoot Valley Dispatch
Flathead Beacon
Phillips County News

Dale Evenson remembers Big
Mountain in rougher days
When Butte Was the Center
of the World
Riddle me this...
Keeping practice on Track
Spec ial Power
The Mustangettes of 1968

Division 5: Daily newspapers (6 & 7 day).

Best Lifestyle Coverage

First Place

Bozeman Daily Chronicle

Living with grizzlies

Division 3: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 2,001 to 4,500.

Best Lifestyle Coverage

First Place

Ravalli Republic

Division 1: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation of 1,250 or less.

Best Lifestyle Coverage

First Place

Shelby Promoter

Division 4: Weekly and daily newspapers with circulation of 4,501 or more. Best Lifestyle Coverage

First Place

Flathead Beacon

Division 2: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 1, 251 to 2,000.

First Place

Choteau Acantha

Division 5: Daily newspapers (6 & 7 day).
Division 3: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 2,001 to 4,500.

Best Lifestyle Coverage

Best Lifestyle Coverage
Best Lifestyle Coverage

Second Place
Second Place

The Missoulian
Lewistown News-Argus

'Stalwart defender of
freedom': Montana
Libertarian Party honor
Corvallis man
Suic ide awareness,
information, and personal
stories
The Digital Dilemma for
Wild Places
Shrinking congregation
forcing closure of church

Bactrian buddies
Working on Recovery

Perry Backus
Andi Bourne
Andy Viano
Jeremy Weber

Detailed anecdote kicks this once up a notch.

Daniel McKay

Really interesting look back.
Fun story that is well told.
Unusual angle results in an interesting story.

Chance Cook
Chris McConnell
Roger Dey
Andy Viano
Pierre Bibbs

A well-woven story of a shifting relationship between
predators and people. Nicely sources and nicely written.

Michael Wright

Engaging from the state. A well-executed profile.

Perry Backus
Jennifer Van Heel,
An ambitious undertaking. The first story, in particular, was Briana Wipf, LeAnne
well-reported, well-told and heartbreaking.
Kavanagh
Lively writing on a new twist in human interaction with
natural places.
Tristan Scott
A sad story, grac efully told.

Vonnie Jacobson

The best story about a man and his camel I've read this year.
You've made compelling characters of the both of them.
Eve Byron
Nicely written and reported with some depth.
Charlie Denison

The entries were interesting reads and I enjoyed the storytelling. The photos, and
in some c ases design, were lac king. Too many grips and grins, "stoc k" photos so to
speak. Loved the very c olorful photo on a Glasgow Weather story from the
Glasgow Courier - dazzling c olor. But, it was a 2017 photo from a non-staff
member. File photo is c heating for a c ontest entry that uses art as one of the
judging criteria.

Overall, exc ellent storytelling - from a young mom who gives birth way too early
to a lung transplant to equine therapy, and so much more â�� in this group.
Impressive work and great examples of local journalism. Any number of these
entries could have easily placed with a different judge. If honorable mention was
an option then Daily Inter Lake's "Native Fish Keepers" and Billings Gazette's "Lost
in the River" both deserve a mention. There were others that I would have loved to
c onsider but either (1) the jump was missing; or (2) I c ouldn't see the story or a
page because it linked to a page that said subscribers only. Can't judge what can't
be seen.

Division 1: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation of 1,250 or less.

Best Lifestyle Coverage

Second Place

Blackfoot Valley Dispatch

Division 4: Weekly and daily newspapers with circulation of 4,501 or more. Best Lifestyle Coverage

Second Place

Flathead Beacon

No shortage of snow this
winter, but for Lincoln
businesses snowmobilers
remains scarce

Division 2: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 1, 251 to 2,000.

Best Lifestyle Coverage

Second Place

Tobac c o Valley News

Division 5: Daily newspapers (6 & 7 day).

Best Lifestyle Coverage

Third Place

Independent Record

Life Cyc les
Personal picking continues
while commercial use nears
end
Offering solutions for
unwanted firearms
Habitat for Humanity is
helping Bitterroot seniors,
but needs volunteer help
itself

Division 3: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 2,001 to 4,500.

Best Lifestyle Coverage

Third Place

Ravalli Republic

Division 1: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation of 1,250 or less.
Best Lifestyle Coverage
Division 4: Weekly and daily newspapers with circulation of 4,501 or more. Best Lifestyle Coverage

Third Place
Third Place

Blackfoot Valley Dispatch
Livingston Enterprise

Division 2: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 1, 251 to 2,000.

Best Lifestyle Coverage

Third Place

Choteau Acantha

Division 1: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation of 1,250 or less.

Best Education Coverage

First Place

Shelby Promoter

Division 2: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 1, 251 to 2,000.

Best Education Coverage

First Place

Choteau Acantha

Division 3: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 2,001 to 4,500.

Best Education Coverage

First Place

Lewistown News-Argus

Division 4: Weekly and daily newspapers with circulation of 4,501 or more. Best Education Coverage

First Place

Flathead Beacon

Division 5: Daily newspapers (6 & 7 day).

Best Education Coverage

First Place

Bozeman Daily Chronicle

Division 1: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation of 1,250 or less.

Best Education Coverage

Second Place

Stillwater County News

Division 2: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 1, 251 to 2,000.

Best Education Coverage

Second Place

Whitefish Pilot

Division 3: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 2,001 to 4,500.

Best Education Coverage

Second Place

Ravalli Republic

Division 4: Weekly and daily newspapers with circulation of 4,501 or more. Best Education Coverage

Second Place

Flathead Beacon

Division 5: Daily newspapers (6 & 7 day).

Second Place

Billings Gazette

Best Education Coverage

Division 1: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation of 1,250 or less.

Best Education Coverage

Third Place

Shelby Promoter

Division 2: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 1, 251 to 2,000.

Best Education Coverage

Third Place

Dillon Tribune

Division 3: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 2,001 to 4,500.

Best Education Coverage

Third Place

Laurel Outlook

Division 4: Weekly and daily newspapers with circulation of 4,501 or more. Best Education Coverage

Third Place

Flathead Beacon

Division 5: Daily newspapers (6 & 7 day).

Third Place

Billings Gazette

Division 5: Daily newspapers (6 & 7 day).

Best Education Coverage

Best Continuing News
Coverage

Best Continuing News
Division 4: Weekly and daily newspapers with circulation of 4,501 or more. Coverage
Best Continuing News
Division 2: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 1, 251 to 2,000.
Coverage

Division 1: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation of 1,250 or less.
Division 3: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 2,001 to 4,500.

Best Continuing News
Coverage
Best Continuing News
Coverage

Shifting perceptions
KAYAKING BLIND
Trade: Chilean team checks
out MT cattle

Award winning NTCHS
Science program lab
undergoing much-needed
updates through generosity
of community
New bus and vehicle drop off
setup earning extra credit at
SD10
T minus 12 days to SPACE
Day
Narrowing the Rural School
Digital Divide
Can state-funded preschool
work?

The Missoulian

Sperry Chalet

First Place

Livingston Enterprise

Endangered Species Act

First Place

Choteau Acantha

Grizzly conflicts

Seeley Swan Pathfinder

First Place

Ravalli Republic

For a story about a hemp farm, this c overs a lot of territory,
but taking the circuitous route turns out to be a lot of fun.
An interesting story about a man with an interesting
occupation.
A thorough and carefully balanced presentation of an
interesting project.
I like that this func tions both as a look at loc al volunteers
and, through their work, a window into the lives of people
living in poverty.

Molly Priddy

Nikki Meyer
Erin Loranger

Michelle McConnaha

A lively telling of folks taking on their town's image problem. Roger Dey
A well-written story on an interesting project.
Johnathan Hettinger

Thoroughly reported.
Melody Martinsen
This was a great, well reported series. I was engaged and
Recruiting Filipino Teachers never bored despite the long length. I appreciated the taking Jennifer Van Heel,
to Rural Montana
of a personal angle to the issue.
LeAnne Kavanagh
Prevention: European
program being tested in
This was a very thorough look at a problem that was handled
Montana
with competence and compassion.
Melody Martinsen
I enjoyed the lead and the explanation of the ways this tech
Innovation Station
can be used to enhance learning.
Charlie Denison
Rebranding the University of This is just truly exc ellent work. I was engaged the whole
Montana
way through.
Andy Viano
Truly great reporting. The writer c learly took a deep dive
Relationship boundaries
into the topic that paid off.
Gail Schontzler
This was a great story that was well reported and thorough.
It did a great job of making the numbers seem real and
Diminishing Dollars
important.
Mikaela Koski
This was a touc hing story with a strong lead that managed to
Paraeducator honored for
make the reader understand why this professional was being
work with students
honored.
Daniel McKay
Weather reporting from
Bitterroot College
This story kept me engaged the whole way through.
Michelle McConnaha
Taking a Bite Out of Sc hool This story had a great break down on the issue and the
Budgets
numbers. Great work.
Myers Reec e
What a terrific profile. The emotion c ould be felt from the
A changed life
page.
Matt Hoffman

First Place

First Place

A well-reported account of a weather and business problem,
made stronger by the reporter's efforts to explain the
reasons behind it.
Roger Dey

Addy "Boo" Trevino
Planned school walkout
creates stir in community

This was a tough category! So much terrific reporting.

This was a tough category! So much terrific reporting.

This story did a good job of explaining the issue at hand and
its importance to students and the community.
Jennifer Van Heel
This story managed to take a seemingly dull topic interesting
and engaging.
I enjoyed the way this story went into depth about the
history of the program.
This story took a national problem and made it personal. I
loved it.
This was a dive into a very interesting topic that was handled
very well.
This might have been covered as nothing more than a sad
feature about a historic building lost. Instead, the reporter
used public records to tell a more interesting story about
how firefighters' decisions factored into the building's fate.
Nicely done.
An ambitious series that presents the drama and narrative,
politics and science behind what makes a species
endangered. Well done.
A good series that follows the breaking news and also steps
back to consider the bigger picture.

M.P. Regan
Chris McConnell
Myers Reec e
Matt Hoffman

Eve Byron
Joseph Bullington,
Johnathan Hettinger
Melody Martinsen

The stories about Addy's illness and the community's efforts
to help her and her parents are sad and heartwarming by
turn, but it's the reporting on the disease itself and where
doctors are in understanding it that makes this coverage
stand out.
Andi Bourne
A balanced account of a community dispute.

Perry Backus

This was a tough category! So much terrific reporting.

Best Continuing News
Coverage
Best Continuing News
Division 4: Weekly and daily newspapers with circulation of 4,501 or more. Coverage
Best Continuing News
Division 2: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 1, 251 to 2,000.
Coverage
Division 5: Daily newspapers (6 & 7 day).

Division 1: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation of 1,250 or less.
Division 3: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 2,001 to 4,500.
Division 5: Daily newspapers (6 & 7 day).

Best Continuing News
Coverage
Best Continuing News
Coverage
Best Continuing News
Coverage

Best Continuing News
Division 4: Weekly and daily newspapers with circulation of 4,501 or more. Coverage

Division 2: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 1, 251 to 2,000.
Division 1: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation of 1,250 or less.
Division 3: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 2,001 to 4,500.

Best Continuing News
Coverage
Best Continuing News
Coverage
Best Continuing News
Coverage

Billings Police had sex on
job, on city property

Michael Kordenbrock,
Darrell Ehrlick, Sam
Wilson, Phoebe
Tollefson , Matt
Hoffman
Johnathan Hettinger,
A sophisticated and readable exploration of a complex issue. Joseph Bullington
The reporters clearly had to push for the information they
needed in this case, and, with help from the paper's lawyers,
they got it. A great example of holding a loc al government
accountable, augmented by strong reporting.

Second Place

Billings Gazette

Second Place

Livingston Enterprise

Second Place

Whitefish Pilot

Second Place

Blackfoot Valley Dispatch

Second Place

Glasgow Courier

Third Place

Bozeman Daily Chronicle

Ted K
Keystone XL Construction
Coverage
Postcards from Bozeman's
future

Third Place

Livingston Enterprise

Growth in Livingston and
Park County

Third Place

Tobac c o Valley News

Overlooked legality prompts
review; Raises for deputies in
doubt; Sheriff awarded back
pay
Nice job explaining the problem and its possible solutions.

Third Place

Big Horn County News

A way out

Third Place

Glasgow Courier

The Luke Strommen Saga

Bruc ellosis c overage
Development plan for 70
ac res

Thorough and clear.
Interesting and entertaining stories that do a good job of
capturing the community's ambivalence about the Ted
Kaczynski film and their town's role in it.
An important issue covered from multiple perspectives.
An ambitious series, executed well.
Engaging and well told, a story about the unpleasant
consequences of growth the doesn't read like all the other
stories about the unpleasant consequences of growth.

These stories c learly render a c omplic ated set of events .
The narrative here shifts pretty dramatically. Good work
keeping abreast of the developments.

Heidi Desc h

Roger Dey
A.J. Etherington ,
Michelle Bigelbach
Katheryn Houghton,
Lewis Kendall

Johnathan Hettinger

Nikki Meyer
Andrew Turck, Carl
Danelski
A.J. Etherington,
Michelle Bigelbach

I could almost feel the agonizing pain of blistered feet; could
almost see the breathtaking vistas thanks to Brett
Frenchâ��s masterfully crafted feature about Zach Altman
and friends trekking through the mountains of Montana.
Having visited the state, and having experienced some of
these things myself, I could relate with Altman at many
different levels. In a competition brimming with
outstanding work, this was my favorite.
Brett Frenc h
Tristan Scott has an easy, down-to-earth, appealing voice in
his writing that draws me in and makes me want to read
more.
Tristan Scott

Mark Henckel Outdoor
Writing Award

First Place

Billings Gazette

Running Wild

Mark Henckel Outdoor
Division 4: Weekly and daily newspapers with circulation of 4,501 or more. Writing Award

First Place

Flathead Beacon

Warding off Wolves

Laurel Outlook

Chris McConnell's article is equal parts eloquent and
informative. I didn't realize I wanted to read about someone
Church Music: A Wilderness who studies juvenile Chinook salmon until I started reading
Symphony
this article.
Chris McConnell

Division 5: Daily newspapers (6 & 7 day).

Division 3: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 2,001 to 4,500.

Division 2: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 1, 251 to 2,000.

Mark Henckel Outdoor
Writing Award

Mark Henckel Outdoor
Writing Award

Division 1: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation of 1,250 or less.

Mark Henckel Outdoor
Writing Award

Division 5: Daily newspapers (6 & 7 day).

Mark Henckel Outdoor
Writing Award

Mark Henckel Outdoor
Division 4: Weekly and daily newspapers with circulation of 4,501 or more. Writing Award

Division 3: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 2,001 to 4,500.

Division 2: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 1, 251 to 2,000.
Division 1: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation of 1,250 or less.

Division 5: Daily newspapers (6 & 7 day).

Mark Henckel Outdoor
Writing Award
Mark Henckel Outdoor
Writing Award
Mark Henckel Outdoor
Writing Award

Mark Henckel Outdoor
Writing Award

First Place

First Place

First Place

Second Place

Second Place

A nice mix of topics in this field. The ones that jumped out to me had great leads
and were c rafted in a way that set them apart from a normal news story.
This collection featured a wide range of topics, which made picking the best of the
best exceedingly difficult. There were a dozen articles here that I could have
chosen to be honored.

Hungry Horse News

The Great Bear Wilderness
at 40

Mineral Independent

I've read dozens of articles about various wildlife habitat,
but when the author shares the story of a small boy learning
to fly fish with his grandpa just a few yards from where the
Flat Creek fish habitat
study is taking plac e, the issue takes on a more personal
improvement focus of group tone.
KATHLEEN WOODFORD It's clear these authors share a passion for Montana's natural resources.

Montana Standard

Livingston Enterprise

Second Place

Ravalli Republic

Second Place

Whitefish Pilot

Second Place

Stillwater County News

Third Place

You don't get story like this sitting behind a desk. Chris
Peterson put nearly 100 miles under his hiking boots to
capture the stunning photos and outstanding history of the
Great Bear Wilderness.
Chris Peterson

This was a diffic ult field to judge as so many of the entries were worthy of awards.
It's c lear that the authors -- and their subjec ts -- c are very deeply for Montana and
its abundance of wildlife and wild lands.
This was another outstanding field of entries, focusing on some very real issues
such as dealing with predators and the effect climate change is having on various
animals and ecosystems.

Great Falls Tribune

Glenn Brac kett

David McCumber transported me into Glenn Brackettâ��s
small rod building workshop in this captivating feature
story. I could almost feel the rod in my hand, and hear
Brackettâ��s soothing voic e talk about his c raft.

Montana, where roads to
end

Johnathan Hettinger's story really tugged at my sense of
adventure. I too love to drive down a road just to see where
it goes, always eager and exc ited to see what might be
around the next bend.
Johnathan Hettinger

David McCumber

I know what it's like to step around a bend in a trail with the
hair standing on the back of your neck, knowing there could
Bear spray is effec tive but
be a grizzly bear staring at you. Knowing how to use bear
takes practice, forethought spray c ould save your life; this was a very c lear and
and awareness in the woods informative article on the topic.
Perry Bac kus
Valuable information about studying avalanches was made
Avalanche training key in
more interesting and easier to read in this first-person
preparing for backcountry format.
Daniel McKay
There is no future without
This article drew me in from the get-go and offered up quite
fire.
a bit of valuable information.
Marlo Pronovost

Down and dirty guide to
keeping it clean in the
backcountry

While most of the works in this c ategory c arried a very
serious tone as they explored issues surrounding land access
and wildlife, Sarah Dettmer instead took a delightfully
lighthearted look at going No. 2 in the woods. For those of
us who spend untold hours in the back country, however,
her advic e is all to relevant.
Sarah Dettmer

This was a diffic ult field to judge as so many of the entries were worthy of awards.
It's c lear that the authors -- and their subjec ts -- c are very deeply for Montana and
its abundance of wildlife and wild lands.
This was another outstanding field of entries, focusing on some very real issues
such as dealing with predators and the effect climate change is having on various
animals and ecosystems.

A nice mix of topics in this field. The ones that jumped out to me had great leads
and were c rafted in a way that set them apart from a normal news story.
This collection featured a wide range of topics, which made picking the best of the
best exceedingly difficult. There were a dozen articles here that I could have
chosen to be honored.
It's clear these authors share a passion for Montana's natural resources.

This was a diffic ult field to judge as so many of the entries were worthy of awards.
It's c lear that the authors -- and their subjec ts -- c are very deeply for Montana and
its abundance of wildlife and wild lands.

Mark Henckel Outdoor
Division 4: Weekly and daily newspapers with circulation of 4,501 or more. Writing Award

Third Place

Livingston Enterprise

Crossing the Crazies

Mark Henckel Outdoor
Writing Award

Third Place

The Madisonian

Coexisting with carnivores

Joseph Bullington's narrative about a back country trip gone
wrong is a stark reminder that every step we take off the
beaten path brings with it some inherent risk.
Joseph Bullington
Reagan Colyer did a nic e job of weaving historic al data and
current issues into an interesting, informative, easy-to-read
article.
Reagan Colyer
We're all familiar with the fight for survival by various
animal species, but this story highlighted the fight to survive
by the whitebark pine. I read with interest the efforts going
into saving these trees.
Nikki Meyer

Division 3: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 2,001 to 4,500.

Division 1: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation of 1,250 or less.

Mark Henckel Outdoor
Writing Award
Mark Henckel Outdoor
Writing Award

Division 1: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation of 1,250 or less.

Best Investigative
Journalism

Division 2: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 1, 251 to 2,000.

Best Investigative
Journalism

Division 2: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 1, 251 to 2,000.

Division 3: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 2,001 to 4,500.

Best Investigative
Journalism

Best Investigative
Division 4: Weekly and daily newspapers with circulation of 4,501 or more. Journalism

Third Place

Tobac c o Valley News

Preserving sensitive
whitebark pine

Third Place

Blackfoot Valley Dispatch

Restoring life to the UBMC

First Place

Stillwater County News

Candidate Rec ords Release

The Western News

Nice use of FOIA and document review, reporting previously
undisclosed details regarding EPA review of how local
Health Board presses EPA for funding was spent. Important local public policy issue
investigation results
reporting.
John Blodgett

First Place

First Place

First Place

Lewistown News-Argus

Flathead Beacon

Interesting and well written.
Roger Dey
Among the entries, this effort was most suc c essful at
accountability reporting, attempting to hold candidates for
offic e to pledges to release their personnel rec ords.
Marlo Pronovost

Voter histories exposed

A good state government accountability story regarding the
practice of selling voter registration and voting history.
Getting reac tion from ac tual voters made it a story readers
could identify with, as well as factor this happened in
several states via same organization. Whoâ��s buying your
information was a particularly important section in the
story so that people could understand the scope and impact
of the issue.
Deb Hill

Fight of Her Life

Strong narrative storytelling regarding a community rocked
by a spate of cancer cases among high school students.
Sometimes there just aren't answers to the questions
journalists attempt to report on and this story highlights
the difficulty for journalists and public health officials alike
bec ause the numbers are too small to really know for sure if
this community truly has a cancer cluster. Still, good issues
reporting.
Andy Viano

Best Investigative
Journalism

First Place

Billings Gazette

Division 1: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation of 1,250 or less.

Best Investigative
Journalism

Second Place

Silver State Post

Fort Pec k Tribes warned
repeatedly to clean up jail
and police operations
Warden fired, details are still
few, Little info c omes from
Director's address

The Western News

Well-researched document based story. Obtained
Special Investigation:
interviews with multiple sources and detailed a confusing
Council member Angel Ford saga from different perspectives.

Division 3: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 2,001 to 4,500.

Best Investigative
Journalism

Best Investigative
Journalism

Best Investigative
Division 4: Weekly and daily newspapers with circulation of 4,501 or more. Journalism

Division 1: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation of 1,250 or less.

Best Investigative
Journalism
Best Investigative
Journalism

Division 2: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 1, 251 to 2,000.

Best Investigative
Journalism

Division 5: Daily newspapers (6 & 7 day).

Second Place

Second Place

Second Place

Lewistown News-Argus

Flathead Beacon

Second Place

Bozeman Daily Chronicle

Third Place

Big Horn County News

Third Place

Dillon Tribune

Michael Stafford

Tracking the Bad Guys

Disappeared

Story sheds light on issue of disparities in the numbers of
Native American a women missing and murdered. More
issues reporting than investigative, but does effective job at
defining the scope of the problem and legislative efforts to Molly Priddy, Beacon
tac kle the issue.
Staff

Raid, rinse, repeat
Investigation into SheriffDeputy dispute (7-part
series)

This collection featured a wide range of topics, which made picking the best of the
best exceedingly difficult. There were a dozen articles here that I could have
chosen to be honored.
It's clear these authors share a passion for Montana's natural resources.
Stories entered in this c ategory were fine examples of enterprise reporting, but
not a lot of traditional investigative work.

A good state government accountability story regarding the practice of selling
voter registration and voting history. Getting reaction from actual voters made it
a story readers c ould identify with, as well as fac tor this happened in several states
via same organization. Whoâ��s buying your information was a particularly
important section in the story so that people could understand the scope and
impact of the issue.

Although this story could have benefited from more actual
case studies of children that endured harm at the hands of
the system, it has scope and depth examining Montana
foster c are system, where years of c onc erns has done little to
prevent hundreds more abused and neglected kids

Stories entered in this c ategory were fine examples of enterprise reporting, but
not a lot of traditional investigative work.

John Blodgett

More an explanatory story about how the sex offender
program works in Montana. Opportunity to delve into
shortcomings of the program - fact that many offenders
don't keep information current and some are missing from
data - aren't explored in any detail.

Still in crisis: Montana's
foster c are system

A nice mix of topics in this field. The ones that jumped out to me had great leads
and were c rafted in a way that set them apart from a normal news story.

Thorough examination of how federal agenciesâ�� policy
decisions have cost the tribes public safety grant money and
posed credibility concerns for the small staff stretched thin
by growing meth use in a rural jurisdiction bigger than the
state of Delaware. The tribesâ�� police and jail operations
are funded through contracts with the Bureau of Indian Aff
airs. The U.S. Department of Justice provides supplemental
funding as well. The DOJ designated the tribes as high-risk in
2015, after the tribe failed over the c ourse of nine years to
repay $1.6 million in disallowed expenditures from police
grants. The designation came with a three-year suspension
on new police grants.
Phoebe Tollefson

Division 5: Daily newspapers (6 & 7 day).

Division 2: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 1, 251 to 2,000.

This was another outstanding field of entries, focusing on some very real issues
such as dealing with predators and the effect climate change is having on various
animals and ecosystems.

Deb Hill

A good state government accountability story regarding the practice of selling
voter registration and voting history. Getting reaction from actual voters made it
a story readers c ould identify with, as well as fac tor this happened in several states
via same organization. Whoâ��s buying your information was a particularly
important section in the story so that people could understand the scope and
impact of the issue.

Gail Schontzler

Andrew Turck
More of a rec onstruc tion of a government investigation that
original digging by reporter, but a thorough documenting of
the issues officials were concerned about.
Casey S. Elliott

Stories entered in this c ategory were fine examples of enterprise reporting, but
not a lot of traditional investigative work.

Best Investigative
Division 4: Weekly and daily newspapers with circulation of 4,501 or more. Journalism

Division 5: Daily newspapers (6 & 7 day).

Best Investigative
Journalism

Third Place

Third Place

Livingston Enterprise

Culture of Fear

ood local issue to probe, large turnover at a county hospital.
Could have used more documentation of issues, such as
lawsuits, complaints filed by employees to hospital
administration or board of directors, state regulators something to buttress whether employees had legit gripes.
Still, a dec ent issues story.
Liz Kearney

Great Falls Tribune

Pressing Back: Students at
the Montana Academy of
Salons allege former
instructor preyed on them

Months spent looking into allegations from students at the
Montana Academy of Salons that a former instructor preyed
on them paid off with emotional stories of harassment and
assault. Persistence and good storytelling where evident in Seaborn Larson, Sarah
the presentation and pacing of the piece.
Dettmer

Division 5: Daily newspapers (6 & 7 day).

Best Column Writing

First Place

Billings Gazette

Join The NRA today

Division 2: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 1, 251 to 2,000.

Best Column Writing

First Place

Tobac c o Valley News

Foster the human
connection

Best Column Writing

First Place

Lewistown News-Argus

Life lessons from the old
philosopher

Division 4: Weekly and daily newspapers with circulation of 4,501 or more. Best Column Writing

First Place

Flathead Beacon

Baby Gus

Division 3: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 2,001 to 4,500.

Division 1: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation of 1,250 or less.

Best Column Writing

First Place

Seeley Swan Pathfinder

Strong enough to bend

Division 5: Daily newspapers (6 & 7 day).

Best Column Writing

Second Place

Great Falls Tribune

You: Burly angel. Me: Idiot
motorist.

Division 2: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 1, 251 to 2,000.
Division 3: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 2,001 to 4,500.

Best Column Writing
Best Column Writing

Second Place
Second Place

Carbon County News
Lewistown News-Argus

Division 4: Weekly and daily newspapers with circulation of 4,501 or more. Best Column Writing

Second Place

Havre Daily News

Division 1: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation of 1,250 or less.

Second Place

Silver State Post

Best Column Writing

The Ghosts of Roscoe
Another Peaceful Night
Goodbye Brock Creek Road,
farewell Garrison Junction
Hoping for drama, irony and
a bit of morbid humor

Division 5: Daily newspapers (6 & 7 day).

Best Column Writing

Third Place

Great Falls Tribune

Mansch on Montana

Division 2: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 1, 251 to 2,000.

Best Column Writing

Third Place

Hungry Horse News

Division 3: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 2,001 to 4,500.
Best Column Writing
Division 4: Weekly and daily newspapers with circulation of 4,501 or more. Best Column Writing

Third Place
Third Place

Sidney Herald
Livingston Enterprise

Division 1: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation of 1,250 or less.

Third Place

Judith Basin Press

First Place

The Big Timber Pioneer

First Place

Tobac c o Valley News

The Bathing Bear
Terrible week for memorable
group
Political flyers
Small town living is the life
for me
Herders' season will long be
remembered
Footprints and more along
the Riverwalk

First Place

Flathead Beacon

Catching Up

Division 1: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation of 1,250 or less.
Division 2: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 1, 251 to 2,000.

Best Column Writing
Best Sports and Outdoors
Column Writing
Best Sports and Outdoors
Column Writing

Best Sports and Outdoors
Division 4: Weekly and daily newspapers with circulation of 4,501 or more. Column Writing

Division 5: Daily newspapers (6 & 7 day).
Division 1: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation of 1,250 or less.

Best Sports and Outdoors
Column Writing
Best Sports and Outdoors
Column Writing

Best Sports and Outdoors
Division 2: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 1, 251 to 2,000.
Column Writing
Best Sports and Outdoors
Division 4: Weekly and daily newspapers with circulation of 4,501 or more. Column Writing
Best Sports and Outdoors
Division 5: Daily newspapers (6 & 7 day).
Column Writing
Best Sports and Outdoors
Division 1: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation of 1,250 or less.
Column Writing
Best Sports and Outdoors
Division 4: Weekly and daily newspapers with circulation of 4,501 or more. Column Writing

First Place

Second Place

Bill Speltz
What ya got in your feeder
Silver State Post
this winter?
The Outdoors Section, by
Carl Wolf and his favorite
Yellowstone County News Editor
Montana Goes Slow on Griz
Flathead Beacon
Hunt
Mansch: Leaf's heart-filled
tweet proves Twitter c an be
Great Falls Tribune
wonderful thing

Third Place

Seeley Swan Pathfinder

Third Place

Havre Daily News

Second Place

Second Place
Second Place

The Missoulian

The elusive bigfoot
Hauck plus Choate brings
new fuel to the Cat-Griz fire

Beautifully written and powerful. A thoughtful, intimate
discussion about gun culture and how we can responsibly,
reasonably draw distinctions between hunting rifles and
military-grade weapons of war. "The answer to the NRA is
not to destroy it, but to reform it." This c olumn took a
positive approach to having that overdue conversation.
A thoughtful, touching column. Others opined on the same
topic but Nikki is the one who connected with me. Yours is
an excellent voice to have in any community.
A sweet, touching column about someone who is special to
the columnist. You made 'The Old Philosopherâ�� proud
with this one.
A poetic, beautifully written piece. Hands down the best of
the bunch.

Darrell Ehrlick

Nikki Meyer

Charlie Denison
Myers Reec e

The author takes us on a heartbreaking ride through the
devastation left behind after a fire. Descriptive and moving,
this is one of the best piec es I read in the c ontest. Best of
luck to you, and happy trails!
Heather Richards
I loved the writer's voic e. A funny tale told well â�� Kristen
puts you in the backseat, and takes readers along for the
ride.
Kristen Inbody
I would read Eleanor's spooky yarns all the time. This is the
kind of column that begs to be clipped out and shared with
friends. A tale well told, and possibly even true!
Eleanor Guerrero
Deb Hill
Pam Burke
Dic k Geary
The columnist takes his time introducing you to a former
policeman with many, many interesting stories to tell. A
little more focus, and tighter writing, and this would have
earned second place.
I appreciate the author's lighthearted approach to column
writing. Chris has a fun, distinctive writing style.

Sc ott Mansc h
Chris Peterson
Bill Vander Weele
Dwight Harriman
Melody Montgomery

Captures the highs and lows and impact of a memorable
season during a high school football season.
A well written column with a message: Get outside. The
quality of the writing stood out above the rest.
A touching column about cycles of life - and fishing.
Extremely well written. A nicely crafted column that
connects with readers.

Jeffrey Durham
Nikki Meyer

Tristan Scott

The best columns don't just report information, but get into
human side of life. And that's what this column does: Taking
a tragic situation and shining a light on a positive person
who deserves the admiration of everyone who reads his
story.
Informative, fun, and engaging writing. A style that makes
the topic interesting for all readers.
Gary Swant
An entertaining back-and-forth between columnist and
editor.
Politics and hunting, both wrapped up in an informative
and well written piec e.
Stepping away from competitions and writing about the
humanity of people involved in sports is a great way to
connect with readers through column writing.
If originality and imagination are part of the c ategory
definition, then this fun column could not be left out.

Carl Wolf, Jonathan
Mc Niven

Great way to set the table heading into rivalry week.

George Ferguson

A number of entries were not readable - a portion of the page was not available and one was submitted twice.

Rob Breeding

Scott Mansch
Dale Terrillion

A number of entries were not readable - a portion of the page was not available and one was submitted twice.

Division 5: Daily newspapers (6 & 7 day).

Division 1: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation of 1,250 or less.

Best Sports and Outdoors
Column Writing

Best Editorial

Third Place

First Place

Billings Gazette

Rocky Women reaching new Good column writers help us get past the games and into
heights
what goes on behind them.

Stillwater County News

Personnel files and the
sheriff race

Joe Kusek

A good editorial, written tight and bright, to explain why
this newspaper is taking the time to look at sheriff candidate
personnel files. It explains simply and thoroughly why it is
doing it and the benefit to the public.
Marlo Pronovost

Best Editorial

First Place

Choteau Acantha

Division 4: Weekly and daily newspapers with circulation of 4,501 or more. Best Editorial

First Place

Havre Daily News

Lesson learned: keep trying
always; Lets write own fix for
victim rights; Montana SOS
smear media workers
Our View: People need to
The editorial on the erosion of train servic e in the
stop the nickel-and-diming community showed both sides of the issue really well and
to death of Amtrak
stood out.

Independent Record

This editorial used basic fact checking to break down why
itâ��s important to trust your news sourc es, even if they are
satire. Goes to show why itâ��s important to not solely rely
on one sourc e for news as well. Tight, bright and well
Comedy Central got it wrong written.
Jesse Chaney

Division 2: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 1, 251 to 2,000.

Division 5: Daily newspapers (6 & 7 day).

Division 1: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation of 1,250 or less.

Best Editorial

Best Editorial

First Place

Second Place

Seeley Swan Pathfinder

1,000 people in our seat

A number of entries were not readable - a portion of the page was not available and one was submitted twice.
Good editorials but many verged on column writing and meandered into news
stories. This is an opportunity to not only inform the public on a topic, but the
one page in the paper to give the public the newspaper's opinion.

Melody Martinsen

Havre Daily News Staff

This editorial did a very good job of showing the importance
of having newspaper reporting being at public meetings for
the benefit of the public, and explained, in simple terms, the Andi Bourne, Nathan
nuts and bolts of what a reporter does. Well written.
Bourne

Very had field to judge. Many editorials on why newspapers are government
watchdogs for their respective issues in their communities. In times like these we
need basic watchdog activities on our government, both sides of the aisle, to
make sure they are doing right by our readers.

Good editorials but many verged on column writing and meandered into news
stories. This is an opportunity to not only inform the public on a topic, but the
one page in the paper to give the public the newspaper's opinion.

Best Editorial

Second Place

Choteau Acantha

Thank you, Mayor Conatser;
Tobacco-tax measure a good
plan; 9-11 united us all for
USA

Division 4: Weekly and daily newspapers with circulation of 4,501 or more. Best Editorial

Second Place

Livingston Enterprise

Editorials by Justin Post

Melody Martinsen
Editorials c over a wide variety of topic s and are well written
and work to give the reader logical arguments and opinions
or their topic s.
Justin Post

Condemn violent remarks

Good editorial condemning the encouragement and praise
for violence against the news media by the president (which
is unfortunate that editorials such as this have to be written
in this current administration). Regardless it laid out the
facts and a good opinion condemning it, without stooping
to the level of politicians included in the editorial.
Tyler Christensen

Very had field to judge. Many editorials on why newspapers are government
watchdogs for their respective issues in their communities. In times like these we
need basic watchdog activities on our government, both sides of the aisle, to
make sure they are doing right by our readers.

Silver State Post

Probably one of the shortest editorials submitted in this
c ategory, but one of the most effec tive. This editorial lays
out a very argument for the need of a c hain store in the
community and how it could spur other business to come
to the small community. It's tight and bright, but gets the
point across and weighs both sides.

Good editorials but many verged on column writing and meandered into news
stories. This is an opportunity to not only inform the public on a topic, but the
one page in the paper to give the public the newspaper's opinion.

Livingston Enterprise

Editorials by Dwight
Harriman

Very interesting as well as informative editorial on the
problems that increased population would pose on the
community. Well written and comprehensive.

Independent Record

Newspapers exist to
empower you

A good reminder of why we're here and why we're doing this
job and why the "fake news" moniker is simply a bunch of
cow manure for the majority of the county're mainstream
newspapers.
Jesse Chaney

Billings Gazette

HUGS AND HISSES? | Zinke
slammed over offic e doors |
Putting weeds on the lam in
Fishtail
Clever and fun headlines that grab the readerâ��s attention.

James Goossen, Erica
Doornek, Awnna Evans,
Kyle Hansen, Jeff
Welsc h

George Ferguson

James Goossen, Erica
Doornek, Awnna Evans
John Taylor, Reagan
Colyer

Division 2: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 1, 251 to 2,000.

Division 5: Daily newspapers (6 & 7 day).

Best Editorial

Second Place

Division 1: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation of 1,250 or less.

Best Editorial

Third Place

Division 2: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 1, 251 to 2,000.

Best Editorial

Third Place

Division 4: Weekly and daily newspapers with circulation of 4,501 or more. Best Editorial

Division 5: Daily newspapers (6 & 7 day).

Division 5: Daily newspapers (6 & 7 day).

Best Editorial

Best Headline Writing

Third Place

Third Place

First Place

The Missoulian

Our view
Guess column- Destroying
the individual, Tax
Yellowstone County News inc rement financ e, etc ,

Evelyn Pyburn

Division 4: Weekly and daily newspapers with circulation of 4,501 or more. Best Headline Writing

First Place

Havre Daily News

Division 3: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 2,001 to 4,500.

Best Headline Writing

First Place

Lewistown News-Argus

Horns Hook Tornadoes, This
Tornado Warning was
Coming, A Buck Wild Friday
Night
"Owl By Myself" "Ugh
Chlorine" "Missing
Memphis"

Division 2: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 1, 251 to 2,000.

Best Headline Writing

First Place

Whitefish Pilot

June 13

Big Horn County News

32 minutes that will last a
lifetime

The headlines are fun and gets your attention.
The chlorine in the headline caught my attention, and
Iâ��m sure resonated with readers based on the story.
Overall, nice, clear and attention-grabbing headlines.
The headlines are c lear and still gets the readerâ��s
attention.
This is a great use of a quote in a headline. It illustrates the
significance of the game, while also being clear about what
the artic le c overs.

Who's the boss? Laurel can't
say | Teen's c ar c reams West
End bagel shop | Reading,
writing and Remingtons?
What's the Buzz?, Bus-ted,
Don't Get Rattled

The headlines are great at grabbing the readerâ��s
attention.
I like the fun play on the bee and rattlesnakes in the
headlines.

Division 1: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation of 1,250 or less.

Best Headline Writing

First Place

Division 5: Daily newspapers (6 & 7 day).

Best Headline Writing

Second Place

Billings Gazette

Division 3: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 2,001 to 4,500.

Best Headline Writing

Second Place

The Madisonian

Michael Stafford

Dwight Harriman

News-Argus Staff
Heidi Desc h

Gary Rood

Very had field to judge. Many editorials on why newspapers are government
watchdogs for their respective issues in their communities. In times like these we
need basic watchdog activities on our government, both sides of the aisle, to
make sure they are doing right by our readers.

Division 2: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 1, 251 to 2,000.

Best Headline Writing

Second Place

Division 1: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation of 1,250 or less.

Best Headline Writing

Second Place

Division 5: Daily newspapers (6 & 7 day).

Best Headline Writing

Third Place

Division 3: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 2,001 to 4,500.

Best Headline Writing

Third Place

Division 2: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 1, 251 to 2,000.

Best Headline Writing

Third Place

Division 1: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation of 1,250 or less.

Best Headline Writing

Third Place

Russian Collusion, Deep dark
sec ret exposed, Dynasty
Yellowstone County News continues 11 & counting
Deer disease knoc ks at
The Big Timber Pioneer
county's doorstep
POOP SCOOPIN' BOOGIE |
MOUNT CRUSH-MORE | Like
Billings Gazette
pulling teeth
A Bang-Up Fourth of July,
'Doing the Du', A feast fit for
The Madisonian
a king (or three)
Best Headlines, Hungry
Hungry Horse News
Horse News
10 days, 10,000 words, one
Big Horn County News
book

Division 1: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation of 1,250 or less.

Best Front Page

First Place

The Big Timber Pioneer

BTP July 12, 2018

Division 2: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 1, 251 to 2,000.

Best Front Page

First Place

Hungry Horse News

Hungry Horse News Best
Front Page 4

Division 5: Daily newspapers (6 & 7 day).

Best Front Page

First Place

Independent Record

April 16

Division 4: Weekly and daily newspapers with circulation of 4,501 or more. Best Front Page

First Place

Flathead Beacon

The Food Issue

Division 3: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 2,001 to 4,500.

First Place

Lewistown News-Argus

Front Page

Best Front Page

Division 1: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation of 1,250 or less.

Best Front Page

Second Place

Silver State Post

Front page

Division 2: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 1, 251 to 2,000.

Best Front Page

Second Place

Whitefish Pilot

Marc h 14

Division 5: Daily newspapers (6 & 7 day).

Best Front Page

Second Place

Bozeman Daily Chronicle

'Once in a lifetime'

The headlines are easy to understand and clear. The deadline
about the â��deep dark sec retâ�� drew me in wanting to
learn more about it.
Jonathan McNiven
This headline gets the reader's attention and is clear about
the deer disease being nearby.
Jeffrey Durham
James Goossen, Erica
A fun take on popular sayings/places to get readersâ��
Doornek, Awnna
attention.
Evans, Greg Rachac
John Taylor, Reagan
Colyer
Chris Peterson
The headline gets your attention while also being clear what
the story c overs.
Gary Rood
This is a great page, with eye-c atc hing art as well as four welldefined headline weights to lead the reader through the
page. Well done.
Justin Post
Even though there are only two stories on the front page -I'd like to see at least three normally -- the stunning main art
more than makes this an eye-catching, strong page.
Chris Peterson
Great use of graphics to tell an interesting and often-unread
story as the lead. The rest of the page is solid too.
Staff

The use of type, making it look like the blac kboard at a
restaurant, along with the art, makes this a striking entry.
A great c enter pac kage, well done, sets this page above all
others in this c ategory. The art really works well.

Good use of art and headline weight to lead the reader
through the page.
A good design with strong elements. I would like to see the
headline weight on the two side stories vary so the reader
can understand which is most important.
The main photo on the package is eerie and draws a reader
in, where the second photo and the head seal the deal. The
way the top teasers are melded is great.

This basically was a competition of magazine-quality fronts against more
traditional newspapers. It is hard to argue with the designs of the Flathead
Beacon. I only hope the inside content matches this level of quality. The Valley
Steve Larson
Journal, however, also had several exc ellent entries.
Not a lot of entries in this c ategory, but the top three stood out, head and
Megan Manley, Deb Hill shoulders, above the rest.
A number of good entries in this category. But I do wish page designers would
Michael Stafford,
limit their headline fonts to one family and c hoose serif or san serif and then let
Christina Bledsoe, Jane the weight of the headlines guide the reader through the page. The use of exotic
Harr
faces should be limited and used only for exceptional reasons.
There were some good entries here. The Tobac c o Valley News was a c lose fourth
with two other Whitefish Pilot entries. I would like to see the use of headline size
Heidi Desc h
and bold or light faces to guide readers through these pages.

Michael Applegate

Division 4: Weekly and daily newspapers with circulation of 4,501 or more. Best Front Page

Second Place

Flathead Beacon

Culture of Coffee

Division 3: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 2,001 to 4,500.

Second Place

Ravalli Republic

Making butter

This was a very close second. The detail in the photo and the
typefac es used, made me want to brew a pot of joe.
Dwayne Harris
This is a well done design, with a good number of entry
points and headlines that readily guide the reader through
the story hierarchy.
Jessic a Abell

This, too, is a very good page, well designed. I espec ially
liked the art inset in the top right story.

Best Front Page

Division 1: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation of 1,250 or less.

Best Front Page

Third Place

Silver State Post

Front page

Division 2: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 1, 251 to 2,000.

Best Front Page

Third Place

Hungry Horse News

Best Front Page Hungry
Horse News 6-20

Division 5: Daily newspapers (6 & 7 day).

Best Front Page

Third Place

Daily Inter Lake

Font page 0617

Good use of headlines and art to guide reader through the
page.
Very good use of the main art to pull the reader into the
main story. The rest of the page makes me want to read on.
Thanks.

The colors in the photo, the typefaces used, with the
matching colors, made this an award-winner.
The lead photo makes this page. The map then aids in the
lead story. I would have preferred a more dynamic, shorter,
one-line head for the top story.
Eye-catching page. Bold, strong dominant photo. It
demands attention from the reader.
Great photos tell the story even before one reads the text.
The photos pull one in. The subhead makes good use of a
foreign phrase. Nice work.
Strong c over design. What's not to like? Clearly states what
the issue is about. Very appealing.
Clean. Inviting. Strong lead photo. Fine story. Design
forwards the story and doesn't get in the way. Nicely done.

Division 4: Weekly and daily newspapers with circulation of 4,501 or more. Best Front Page

Third Place

Flathead Beacon

Sweets & Spirits

Division 3: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 2,001 to 4,500.

Third Place

The Madisonian

August 23, 2018

First Place

Daily Inter Lake

Motorcycles

First Place

Havre Daily News

Goodbye Hi-Line

First Place

Lewistown News-Argus

First Place

Hungry Horse News

Hunting Guide Cover
Hungry Horse news Best
Page Layout-Design 1

Big Horn County News

Strong dominant photo draws the viewer in this package
and c reates the flow for the rest of the photos. Good use of
Centennial celebration Crow horizontal photo -- another strong one -- on the bottom of
Fair 2018
the page to c reate a base.

Division 5: Daily newspapers (6 & 7 day).

Best Front Page
Best Page Layout and
Design

Best Page Layout and
Division 4: Weekly and daily newspapers with circulation of 4,501 or more. Design
Best Page Layout and
Division 3: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 2,001 to 4,500.
Design
Best Page Layout and
Division 2: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 1, 251 to 2,000.
Design

Division 1: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation of 1,250 or less.

Best Page Layout and
Design

First Place

A number of good entries in this category. But I do wish page designers would
limit their headline fonts to one family and c hoose serif or san serif and then let
the weight of the headlines guide the reader through the page. The use of exotic
faces should be limited and used only for exceptional reasons.
There were some good entries here. The Tobac c o Valley News was a c lose fourth
with two other Whitefish Pilot entries. I would like to see the use of headline size
and bold or light faces to guide readers through these pages.
This was an extremely diffic ult c ategory to judge. All of the entries were
outstanding.

This was an extremely diffic ult c ategory to judge. All of the entries were
outstanding.
This basically was a competition of magazine-quality fronts against more
traditional newspapers. It is hard to argue with the designs of the Flathead
Beacon. I only hope the inside content matches this level of quality. The Valley
Journal, however, also had several exc ellent entries.
Not a lot of entries in this c ategory, but the top three stood out, head and
shoulders, above the rest.

A number of good entries in this category. But I do wish page designers would
Michael Stafford,
limit their headline fonts to one family and c hoose serif or san serif and then let
Christina Bledsoe, Jane the weight of the headlines guide the reader through the page. The use of exotic
Harr
faces should be limited and used only for exceptional reasons.
There were some good entries here. The Tobac c o Valley News was a c lose fourth
with two other Whitefish Pilot entries. I would like to see the use of headline size
Chris Peterson
and bold or light faces to guide readers through these pages.

Matt Baldwin

This was an extremely diffic ult c ategory to judge. All of the entries were
outstanding.

Steve Larson

This basically was a competition of magazine-quality fronts against more
traditional newspapers. It is hard to argue with the designs of the Flathead
Beacon. I only hope the inside content matches this level of quality. The Valley
Journal, however, also had several exc ellent entries.

Matt Baldwin

Not a lot of entries in this c ategory, but the top three stood out, head and
shoulders, above the rest.
A lot of nic e, strong pages here. Generally, design was done with the reader in
mind.

Stephen Borlaug

Nic e efforts here. Designers should make sure what they do adds to the story, or
helps tell the story without unnecessarily screamiing "look at my design."

Megan Manley

A lot of fine entries in this division.

Chris Peterson

Good entries. The best ones are simpler and with less bells and whistles.

Jim Eshleman, Gary
Rood

A lot of fine extensive c overage of loc al events pac ked onto pages -- often overly
packed. Many of the entries would have fared better with better photo editing to
create a dominant element to draw one in. Vary the sized to lead one through the
design. Don't forget white space!

John Taylor

Best Page Layout and
Design
Best Page Layout and
Division 4: Weekly and daily newspapers with circulation of 4,501 or more. Design
Division 5: Daily newspapers (6 & 7 day).

Division 3: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 2,001 to 4,500.
Division 2: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 1, 251 to 2,000.

Division 1: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation of 1,250 or less.
Division 5: Daily newspapers (6 & 7 day).

Best Page Layout and
Design
Best Page Layout and
Design

Best Page Layout and
Design
Best Page Layout and
Design

Best Page Layout and
Division 4: Weekly and daily newspapers with circulation of 4,501 or more. Design
Best Page Layout and
Division 3: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 2,001 to 4,500.
Design

Division 2: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 1, 251 to 2,000.

Best Page Layout and
Design

Division 1: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation of 1,250 or less.

Best Page Layout and
Design

Division 1: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation of 1,250 or less.

Division 2: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 1, 251 to 2,000.

Best Sports Page Layout
and Design

Best Sports Page Layout
and Design

Second Place

Billings Gazette

A tough task

Second Place

Valley Journal

Teenagers get involved

Second Place

Ravalli Republic

2018 Year in photos

Second Place

Whitefish Pilot

May 9

Second Place

Blackfoot Valley Dispatch

A Snowy Farewell

Third Place

Daily Inter Lake

Fish

Nicely done page. Good use of dominant photo. Easy to
follow.
Clean. Straightforward. Simple, but thoughtful. The design
pulls one into the story. A lot to like about the approach.
Strong photos used well. More papers should showcase
their best photos of the year in a similar manner. Good bold
headline, too.
A nice front page that leads readers through the stories.
Strong photos.

Great use of limited space. The design pils the six photos
together as a unit.
The photo story nature of this entry gave it the edge over
several other strong contenders.

Brett French, Awnna
Evans
Karen Peterson

A lot of nic e, strong pages here. Generally, design was done with the reader in
mind.
Nic e efforts here. Designers should make sure what they do adds to the story, or
helps tell the story without unnecessarily screamiing "look at my design."

Jessic a Abell

A lot of fine entries in this division.

Heidi Desc h

Good entries. The best ones are simpler and with less bells and whistles.

Matt Baldwin

A lot of fine extensive c overage of loc al events pac ked onto pages -- often overly
packed. Many of the entries would have fared better with better photo editing to
create a dominant element to draw one in. Vary the sized to lead one through the
design. Don't forget white space!
A lot of nic e, strong pages here. Generally, design was done with the reader in
mind.

Stephen Borlaug

Nic e efforts here. Designers should make sure what they do adds to the story, or
helps tell the story without unnecessarily screamiing "look at my design."

Jessic a Abell

A lot of fine entries in this division.

Roger Dey

Third Place

Havre Daily News

A Day at the Park

Third Place

Ravalli Republic

Into the wilds

Third Place

Choteau Acantha

Finding the Formula

Straightforward design does helps the reader through the
page without getting in the way. The bottom photo's utility
lines add a nice design touch. Main photo of the valley has
strong visual appeal.
Strong, appealing approach. Photos tell the story. Good
headline design helps the reader into the story.
Content is part of design -- it's really what everything is all
about. This is a strong package with enterprising content.
Good use of graphs to tell important information.

September 14 - 8

The design of this homecoming ad gets to the point
immediately. Nicely balanced.

Eric Lovec

A lot of fine extensive c overage of loc al events pac ked onto pages -- often overly
packed. Many of the entries would have fared better with better photo editing to
create a dominant element to draw one in. Vary the sized to lead one through the
design. Don't forget white space!

School & Activities Wk39

Excellent use of a uniquely horizontal photo. Horizontal
design continues down the page with diverse coverage. One
fewer artic les on the page would give more spac e on the
page to allow for better headline display. Nicely done
overall.
Barb Eben

A lot of great photography throughout entries, along with excellent focus on local
and community sports. Page designs overall would be improved by selecting a
dominant anchor photo to build around. Too many scrapbook style layouts that
lac k foc al points. Exc ellent use of c olor.

Oc t. 17

Design is sophisticated and well executed. Varying column
widths and well-thought out spacing helps make navigating
the page easier for readers. Dominant photo is strong. Some
tighter cropping could help secondary photos. A notch
above the rest.
Daniel McKay

Overall, photography and use of color are strengths. More secondary page
elements such as mug shots, graphics, information boxes and pull quotes could be
used to balance pages heavy on photography. Headline usage is an area that could
also use improvement in most entries.

Third Place

First Place

First Place

The Ekalaka Eagle

Big Horn County News

Whitefish Pilot

Melody Martinsen, Jeff
Martinsen
Good entries. The best ones are simpler and with less bells and whistles.

Best Sports Page Layout
and Design

First Place

Belgrade News

Marc h 15

Best Sports Page Layout
Division 4: Weekly and daily newspapers with circulation of 4,501 or more. and Design

First Place

Havre Daily News

Tall Tale

Nice page - great tribute to a state championship with
multiple angles of c overage and the list of vic tories for the
season. Headline pulls the page together. Strong horizontal
photos, including a dominant element, make for visually
interesting design.
Amazing photo. Just wow. The headline and photo put this
page a notc h ahead of the rest. The artic le is also strong. A
great page overall.

Independent Record

June 11

Fantastic look at the departure of the minor league baseball
team. Readers get a great deal of information wrapped up in
a well planned and visually appealing page design.
Staff

Stillwater County News

Photography is strong. Page design lacks dominant focal
point. Use a dominant photo and 2-3 secondary smaller
photos to improve impact (save the rest for the online
Park City beats Absarokee in gallery). Article could be broken up with mug shots,
five
graphics or photo placement to avoid the large text block.

Division 3: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 2,001 to 4,500.

Division 5: Daily newspapers (6 & 7 day).

Division 1: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation of 1,250 or less.

Best Sports Page Layout
and Design

Best Sports Page Layout
and Design

Division 2: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 1, 251 to 2,000.

Best Sports Page Layout
and Design

Division 3: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 2,001 to 4,500.

Best Sports Page Layout
and Design

Best Sports Page Layout
Division 4: Weekly and daily newspapers with circulation of 4,501 or more. and Design

First Place

Second Place

Second Place

Second Place

Second Place

Dillon Tribune

Ravalli Republic

Havre Daily News

Daniel Chesnet

Photography and focus on local coverage are consistently strong throughout the
entries. The standout pages showed evidence of the most planning, use of
dominant photos, and cohesive design.

Stacy Mantle

Mikaela Koski

A highly c ompetitive c ategory. It took strong visuals, writing, and evidenc e of a
well thought out plan to rise to the top. Strong photography was evident in every
entry. Secondary graphical elements were an area that many could improve upon:
Graphics, information boxes, mug shots, and other creative ways to delver
information to readers help a design to pop.
A lot of great photography throughout entries, along with excellent focus on local
and community sports. Page designs overall would be improved by selecting a
dominant anchor photo to build around. Too many scrapbook style layouts that
lac k foc al points. Exc ellent use of c olor.

Sports Page May 30

Excellent use of a strong dominant photo to anchor both
pages. This is how a design should begin: With a focal point.
The main headline is impactful, but not well arranged for
the space it uses. Nice use of secondary photos. I would
encourage better arrangement of information boxes to be
more visually appealing and easier to read. Mug shots would
be helpful to break up large text blocks. This is strong design
and page content overall.
Dillon Tribune

Overall, photography and use of color are strengths. More secondary page
elements such as mug shots, graphics, information boxes and pull quotes could be
used to balance pages heavy on photography. Headline usage is an area that could
also use improvement in most entries.

Record run

Very nicely prepared center package. Use of photography
and space are strengths. The page could use more secondary
visual elements: Possibly information or fact boxes, mug
shots, etc...
Jessic a Abell

Photography and focus on local coverage are consistently strong throughout the
entries. The standout pages showed evidence of the most planning, use of
dominant photos, and cohesive design.

This Team. This Moment

The planning took time and the execution likely even more
time. The use of player cutouts worked out well here. The
page could provide readers with a little more information
about the team, but it makes a strong impact.

Stacy Mantle

Division 5: Daily newspapers (6 & 7 day).

Best Sports Page Layout
and Design

Second Place

Giant leap

Incredible photo to build around. It fits perfectly with the
page foc us. Strong writing overall. Page shows c reativity.

Big Horn County News

School & Activities

Coverage is strongly foc used on loc al. Photography is very
good: Using the photo of #43 more prominently would
make an even greater impac t. Headlines c ould be more
impac tful, espec ially at the top of the page.

Bozeman Daily Chronicle

Jon Maletz

A highly c ompetitive c ategory. It took strong visuals, writing, and evidenc e of a
well thought out plan to rise to the top. Strong photography was evident in every
entry. Secondary graphical elements were an area that many could improve upon:
Graphics, information boxes, mug shots, and other creative ways to delver
information to readers help a design to pop.

Barb Eben

A lot of great photography throughout entries, along with excellent focus on local
and community sports. Page designs overall would be improved by selecting a
dominant anchor photo to build around. Too many scrapbook style layouts that
lac k foc al points. Exc ellent use of c olor.

Division 1: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation of 1,250 or less.

Best Sports Page Layout
and Design

Division 2: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 1, 251 to 2,000.

Best Sports Page Layout
and Design

Third Place

Hungry Horse News

Hungry Horse News Best
Sports Page

Division 3: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 2,001 to 4,500.

Best Sports Page Layout
and Design

Third Place

Belgrade News

Sept. 13

Photography is a strength. Pages could be arranged more
thoughtfully to provide an clear dominant element.
Jeremy Weber
Page shows planning and creativity, keeping readers
engaged. Diversity of coverage is strong. A well planned and
executed page with a strong focal point in the center.
Daniel Chesnet

Three-peat champions

A great action photo to build around is always an excellent
starting point for page design. The small secondary photo
also works nicely. Tabloid design can be more challenging.
This is a good example of what it looks like when exec uted
well.

Best Sports Page Layout
Division 4: Weekly and daily newspapers with circulation of 4,501 or more. and Design

Third Place

Third Place

Valley Journal

Rob Zolman, Linda
Sappington

Division 5: Daily newspapers (6 & 7 day).

Best Sports Page Layout
and Design

Third Place

Independent Record

Division 5: Daily newspapers (6 & 7 day).

Best Graphic

First Place

Billings Gazette

January 4
Billings Gazette Graphic
1/14/18

Division 4: Weekly and daily newspapers with circulation of 4,501 or more. Best Graphic

First Place

Flathead Beacon

Selfie

Division 1: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation of 1,250 or less.

First Place

Lake County Leader

The Final Countdown

Great lead photo and c lever idea. The page tells readers a lot
of information and remains visually appealing. The
secondary photo elements compliment the design nicely
and the color scheme was well planned.
staff
James Goossen, Alyssa
Small
The smiling guy drew my attention immediately. He insists
that readers check out his story.
Dway Harris
The football players jump out at the reader in an effective
way.
Jason Blasco

The clear winner in this category presented a page that
informed in a stylish and tasteful way.

Best Graphic

Division 2: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 1, 251 to 2,000.

Best Graphic

First Place

Whitefish Pilot

Study shows benefits of
public trees

Division 5: Daily newspapers (6 & 7 day).

Best Graphic

Second Place

Independent Record

Enriching Helena

Division 4: Weekly and daily newspapers with circulation of 4,501 or more. Best Graphic

Second Place

Flathead Beacon

Economic Indicators

Division 1: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation of 1,250 or less.

Second Place

The Ekalaka Eagle

Feed the bears

Best Graphic

Heidi Desc h
Staff

This is a very appealing page that must be a highlight of the
newspaper eac h week. Very well done.
The information in the graphic was interesting but
presentation could have been more eye-appealing.

Overall, photography and use of color are strengths. More secondary page
elements such as mug shots, graphics, information boxes and pull quotes could be
used to balance pages heavy on photography. Headline usage is an area that could
also use improvement in most entries.
Photography and focus on local coverage are consistently strong throughout the
entries. The standout pages showed evidence of the most planning, use of
dominant photos, and cohesive design.

Steve Larson
Eric Lovec

A highly c ompetitive c ategory. It took strong visuals, writing, and evidenc e of a
well thought out plan to rise to the top. Strong photography was evident in every
entry. Secondary graphical elements were an area that many could improve upon:
Graphics, information boxes, mug shots, and other creative ways to delver
information to readers help a design to pop.
All entries did a good job using color, graphics and design to make the front page
appealing. I would read any of these, and pay for it, too!
Many good entries made for difficult judging in this category. The Flathead staff is
to be praised for sweeping the c ategory with exc ellent work.
Disappointing number of entries in this important category. Content is everything
but if the newspaper has a poor design, it may never draw interest.
It is interesting to see the wide variety of entries in this c ategory. Some entries
used every available tidbit of space to crowd as much in as possible. Others used a
more mild yet, to this judge, tasteful way to present the information.
All entries did their best to be creative in their presentation of the news.
All entries did a good job using color, graphics and design to make the front page
appealing. I would read any of these, and pay for it, too!
Many good entries made for difficult judging in this category. The Flathead staff is
to be praised for sweeping the c ategory with exc ellent work.
Disappointing number of entries in this important category. Content is everything
but if the newspaper has a poor design, it may never draw interest.

Division 2: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 1, 251 to 2,000.

Best Graphic

Second Place

ArtWalk welcomes spring
Yellowstone County News and opens its 24th season

Division 5: Daily newspapers (6 & 7 day).

Best Graphic

Third Place

Independent Record

Fatal Roadways

Division 4: Weekly and daily newspapers with circulation of 4,501 or more. Best Graphic

Third Place

Flathead Beacon

Bitc oin Under the Big Sky

Another great graphic that drew my attention to the story.
Great way to highlight an interesting subject.

Steve Larson

It is interesting to see the wide variety of entries in this c ategory. Some entries
used every available tidbit of space to crowd as much in as possible. Others used a
more mild yet, to this judge, tasteful way to present the information.
All entries did their best to be creative in their presentation of the news.
All entries did a good job using color, graphics and design to make the front page
appealing. I would read any of these, and pay for it, too!
Many good entries made for difficult judging in this category. The Flathead staff is
to be praised for sweeping the c ategory with exc ellent work.

Rain Fall Total

Great potential and effort, but in my mind too crowded and
overwhelming.
Mark Hebert

It is interesting to see the wide variety of entries in this c ategory. Some entries
used every available tidbit of space to crowd as much in as possible. Others used a
more mild yet, to this judge, tasteful way to present the information.
All entries did their best to be creative in their presentation of the news.

Evacuation

A nice find in a difficult situation. The photographer
captured something different, with good composition, to
tell the story of this flood evac uation.

Kurt Wilson

The winners quickly rose to the top with compelling moments, nice compositions
and different perspectives. There were a number of nice images that didn't fit the
category guidelines of unplanned, breaking news events that I wish were entered
in different categories, where they probably would have placed.

Watching the Flood

A nice find by this photographer, and good job working
several elements into this storytelling image. Would love to
read this man's thoughts on the floods in the caption.
Justin Franz

These winners did a nice job under what can be pretty challenging situations.
There were quite a few nice images that didn't meet the " unplanned, breaking
news event," requirement for this category that would probably have done well in
a different c ategory for this c ontest.

Division 2: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 1, 251 to 2,000.

Division 5: Daily newspapers (6 & 7 day).

Best Graphic

Best News Photo

Division 4: Weekly and daily newspapers with circulation of 4,501 or more. Best News Photo

Division 3: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 2,001 to 4,500.

Division 2: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 1, 251 to 2,000.

Best News Photo

Best News Photo

Third Place

First Place

First Place

First Place

First Place

Phillips County News

The Missoulian

Flathead Beacon

Sidney Herald

Hungry Horse News

The readers of this publication are well-served by the
information presented here.

Staff

Garage fire

Howe Sadness

Kate Teza, Jonathan
Mc Niven

Beautiful image gives a good sense of the size of this fire.
People in the foreground are a nic e element, too.

Bill Vander Weele

Thorough captions pushed first and second place to the top of the list here. All
three winners did a good job getting to the scene in time to capture the event in
progress. There were a number of nice entries that would be much better suited
for different categories because they were clearly not "unplanned, breaking news
events."

Chris Peterson

There were a number of nic e images in this c ategory, as well as a few images that
should have been entered in a difference category (and probably would have done
pretty well). At first, it was tough to award first and sec ond plac e to images that
appeared to be from the same event, but both did a nice job capturing an image
from the event and were able to find a composition that included people. The
third place image should be commended for its detailed caption - its important to
provide the details that aren't already obvious in the photo.

Division 1: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation of 1,250 or less.

Division 5: Daily newspapers (6 & 7 day).

Best News Photo

Best News Photo

Division 4: Weekly and daily newspapers with circulation of 4,501 or more. Best News Photo

Division 3: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 2,001 to 4,500.

Best News Photo

First Place

Second Place

Second Place

Second Place

The Ekalaka Eagle

Billings Gazette

Valley Journal

Anaconda Leader

It's usually fairly easy to get a photograph of flames at a fire
scene, but this photographer did a nice job capturing a
FIRE BLAZES AT MAIN STREET moment on the periphery of the event that is every bit a
BUSINESS MONDAY (2)
storytelling an image as the flames.

Grass fire

Very c ool image from the fire. Nic e c olor and c omposition.

Justice for Cassandra

The photographer did a good job capturing a sad moment
from a sad event, but a lack of information in the caption
kept this image in second place. It would be great to know
who these people are and how they are connected to the
victim.

Woman rescued from
burning home

Division 2: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 1, 251 to 2,000.

Best News Photo

Second Place

Whitefish Pilot

Division 1: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation of 1,250 or less.

Best News Photo

Second Place

Big Horn County News

Howe Ridge Fire
The Crow Tribe does / does
not endorse

Billings Gazette

Milk River flooding strands
cattle

Division 5: Daily newspapers (6 & 7 day).

Best News Photo

Division 4: Weekly and daily newspapers with circulation of 4,501 or more. Best News Photo

Division 3: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 2,001 to 4,500.

Best News Photo

Third Place

Third Place

Third Place

Flathead Beacon

Glasgow Courier

Division 2: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 1, 251 to 2,000.

Best News Photo

Third Place

The Western News

Division 1: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation of 1,250 or less.

Best News Photo

Third Place

Big Horn County News

Division 1: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation of 1,250 or less.
Division 2: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 1, 251 to 2,000.

Best Sports Photo
Best Sports Photo

First Place
First Place

Blackfoot Valley Dispatch
Hungry Horse News

Division 3: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 2,001 to 4,500.

Best Sports Photo

First Place

Glasgow Courier

Division 4: Weekly and daily newspapers with circulation of 4,501 or more.
Division 5: Daily newspapers (6 & 7 day).
Division 1: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation of 1,250 or less.
Division 2: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 1, 251 to 2,000.
Division 3: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 2,001 to 4,500.

Best Sports Photo
Best Sports Photo
Best Sports Photo
Best Sports Photo
Best Sports Photo

First Place
First Place
Second Place
Second Place
Second Place

Division 4: Weekly and daily newspapers with circulation of 4,501 or more. Best Sports Photo
Division 5: Daily newspapers (6 & 7 day).
Best Sports Photo

Second Place
Second Place

Division 1: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation of 1,250 or less.
Division 2: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 1, 251 to 2,000.
Division 3: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 2,001 to 4,500.
Division 4: Weekly and daily newspapers with circulation of 4,501 or more.
Division 5: Daily newspapers (6 & 7 day).

Best Sports Photo
Best Sports Photo
Best Sports Photo
Best Sports Photo
Best Sports Photo

Third Place
Third Place
Third Place
Third Place
Third Place

Howe Ridge Fire

Some nice work entered in this category. First jumped right to the top with
emotion and being something a little different from the standard fire scene.

Ryan Welch

The winners quickly rose to the top with compelling moments, nice compositions
and different perspectives. There were a number of nice images that didn't fit the
category guidelines of unplanned, breaking news events that I wish were entered
in different categories, where they probably would have placed.

Rob Zolman

These winners did a nice job under what can be pretty challenging situations.
There were quite a few nice images that didn't meet the " unplanned, breaking
news event," requirement for this category that would probably have done well in
a different c ategory for this c ontest.

James S. Rosien

Thorough captions pushed first and second place to the top of the list here. All
three winners did a good job getting to the scene in time to capture the event in
progress. There were a number of nice entries that would be much better suited
for different categories because they were clearly not "unplanned, breaking news
events."

Another beautiful image of a fire from ac ross a lake gives a
good sense of sc ale.

Daniel McKay

The tense fac es do a nic e job telling the story here.

Andrew Turck

There were a number of nic e images in this c ategory, as well as a few images that
should have been entered in a difference category (and probably would have done
pretty well). At first, it was tough to award first and sec ond plac e to images that
appeared to be from the same event, but both did a nice job capturing an image
from the event and were able to find a composition that included people. The
third place image should be commended for its detailed caption - its important to
provide the details that aren't already obvious in the photo.
Some nice work entered in this category. First jumped right to the top with
emotion and being something a little different from the standard fire scene.

Larry Mayer

The winners quickly rose to the top with compelling moments, nice compositions
and different perspectives. There were a number of nice images that didn't fit the
category guidelines of unplanned, breaking news events that I wish were entered
in different categories, where they probably would have placed.

A nic e image gives a good perspec tive on the size of this fire. Justin Franz

These winners did a nice job under what can be pretty challenging situations.
There were quite a few nice images that didn't meet the " unplanned, breaking
news event," requirement for this category that would probably have done well in
a different c ategory for this c ontest.

Nic e to see a different perspec tive to effec tively tell this
story.

Oil Spill

Libby volunteer firefighters
assist volunteer ambulance
personnel on medical
emergenc y c all
City c rews fix broken water
main in downtown Hardin

Eric Lovec

A.J. Etherington

The photographer did a nice job getting to the scene on time
to c apture this image. It's always easy to armc hair
quarterback these things, but shooting the scene from the
street, looking straight at the vic tim and firefighters, may
have made an even more compelling image. Good,
thorough, caption!
John Blodgett
Andrew Turck

Havre Daily News
Bozeman Daily Chronicle
Blackfoot Valley Dispatch
Hungry Horse News
Glasgow Courier

Nic e job getting low for a different view.
This shot is amazing. I love the look the horse has, along with
Cooper Clemons
the reac tion of the c rowd. All are in foc us. Nic e work.
Splash!
Working Hard or Hardly
Working
2-12-2018 tyler schaub state
wrestling
Up and over
Preschool Dash
The facial expressions of these kids is priceless.
Making waves
Zeroing In

Havre Daily News
Independent Record

7-9-2018 Bear Paw Roundup
To the Hoop

Colin Thompson
Gary Marshall

The Ekalaka Eagle
Hungry Horse News
Glasgow Courier
Havre Daily News
Independent Record

Celebration shots can be hard, and when you've seen one,
you've seen them all. But this one caught my eye. The
Divisional volleyball tourney exc itement of the moment says it all
Fight for the ball
The Fight is On
12-26-18 Havre Wins
Head Bump

Eric Lovec
Jeremy Weber
Georgie Kulc zyk
Colin Thompson
thom bridge

Roger Dey
Jeremy Weber
Georgie Kulc zyk
Colin Thompson
Rac hel Leathe
Roger Dey
Jeremy Weber
Georgie Kulc zyk

Thorough captions pushed first and second place to the top of the list here. All
three winners did a good job getting to the scene in time to capture the event in
progress. There were a number of nice entries that would be much better suited
for different categories because they were clearly not "unplanned, breaking news
events."
There were a number of nic e images in this c ategory, as well as a few images that
should have been entered in a difference category (and probably would have done
pretty well). At first, it was tough to award first and sec ond plac e to images that
appeared to be from the same event, but both did a nice job capturing an image
from the event and were able to find a composition that included people. The
third place image should be commended for its detailed caption - its important to
provide the details that aren't already obvious in the photo.
Some nice work entered in this category. First jumped right to the top with
emotion and being something a little different from the standard fire scene.

Division 5: Daily newspapers (6 & 7 day).

Best Feature Photo

First Place

Bozeman Daily Chronicle

Pow Wow

Division 4: Weekly and daily newspapers with circulation of 4,501 or more. Best Feature Photo

First Place

Flathead Beacon

Fire Eater

Division 3: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 2,001 to 4,500.

Best Feature Photo

First Place

Glasgow Courier

Figure Eight Wall Cloud

Division 2: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 1, 251 to 2,000.

Best Feature Photo

First Place

The Western News

Division 1: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation of 1,250 or less.

Best Feature Photo

First Place

Seeley Swan Pathfinder

Great blue heron
Kicking off the Chamber
Chill Polar Plunge

Division 5: Daily newspapers (6 & 7 day).

Best Feature Photo

Second Place

Billings Gazette

Winter wheat harvest

Division 4: Weekly and daily newspapers with circulation of 4,501 or more. Best Feature Photo

Second Place

Flathead Beacon

Barstool Races

Getting muddy for all the
right reasons

Division 3: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 2,001 to 4,500.

Best Feature Photo

Second Place

Ravalli Republic

Division 2: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 1, 251 to 2,000.

Best Feature Photo

Second Place

Hungry Horse News

Division 1: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation of 1,250 or less.

Best Feature Photo

Second Place

The Ekalaka Eagle

Good Morning, Two
Medicine
Ernest Tooke Memorial
Match Bronc Ride

Covering an annual event calls for creativity and a different
way of seeing. This photo captures that. It is motion in
action, wonderfully captured.
Beautifully captured and caught. Action, interest abound.
Technical composition...it has it all.

Rac hel Leathe
Greg Lindstrom

Just wow......These folks exist in a place and time where they
can capture this unusual phenom. Well done. Massively
engaging
A.J. Etherington
It looks like a painting, a piec e of art. It tells a story and it is
technically well composed and captured. Lovely.
John Blodgett
This picture is worth a thousand words. Well composed,
engaging, clear and clever. Well done.
Nathan Bourne
There are times for aerial photos. This is one of them.
Unusual, evocative, creative. It would make me stop and
look as a reader.
A moment in time well caught. Love the "mirrored" guy to
the right. Expressions make this snapshot in time come
alive. I'd look at this and share it as a viewer.

Larry Mayer

Greg Lindstrom

Get some more newspapers to submit in this category. What was sent was well
done.

I get a great feel for the event and see myself there - even a bit
cold and itchy. Great photos and a sense of place.
Perry Backus
Thanks for the person in the shot. That gives perspective and
showcases the awesomeness of nature around us. It better
tells the story. Well captured, composed, and told.
Chris Peterson
I love the majesty of the subjec t here. Clear, foc used and
commanding. The picture tells a vivid story.
Eric Lovec

Best Feature Photo

Third Place

The Missoulian

Division 4: Weekly and daily newspapers with circulation of 4,501 or more. Best Feature Photo

Third Place

Havre Daily News

Glasgow Courier

Sunrise Over the Weather
Servic e

Division 3: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 2,001 to 4,500.

Best Feature Photo

Third Place

Division 2: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 1, 251 to 2,000.

Best Feature Photo

Third Place

Dillon Tribune

Sea of hats

Division 1: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation of 1,250 or less.

Best Feature Photo

Third Place

Lake County Leader

Ronan Resident Clowns
Around Town

Division 4: Weekly and daily newspapers with circulation of 4,501 or more. Best Portrait Photo

First Place

Flathead Beacon

Bundy

Division 3: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 2,001 to 4,500.

First Place

Laurel Outlook

Two happy girls

Best Portrait Photo

I love the colors, unusual sky captured clearly and well. Keep
moving for the best "c apture" of the event with all the
elements prec isely in plac e.
Brandon Bigelbach
Make it bigger! When you have a great photo, give it its due.
It gives me a sense of time and plac e and tells a piec e of the
story of the event and the people. Good choices and well
composed.
J.P. Plutt
This paper gives photo stories a chance. Great. In this case,
the photos do tell an engaging, story, picture by picture. Has
news value as well as artistry.
Ashley Fox

So much is being said with color/ saturation and light, in
addition to his face. Classic composition. Just beautiful.
These two fac es really "pop" They are c lear, well framed and
look energetic even in a pose. Event well c aptured.

Justin Franz

Division 2: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 1, 251 to 2,000.

Best Portrait Photo

First Place

Whitefish Pilot

Lady Long Rider

Division 1: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation of 1,250 or less.

Best Portrait Photo

First Place

Seeley Swan Pathfinder

No humbug here

Division 5: Daily newspapers (6 & 7 day).

Best Portrait Photo

First Place

Bozeman Daily Chronicle

Hemingway

What's not to like - the c olors, the c omposition, the
modeling of the portraits vs. the subjec t, the items that tells
us so much about this person. Worth a thousand words.
Rac hel Leathe

Second Place

Flathead Beacon

Division 3: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 2,001 to 4,500.

Second Place

Sidney Herald

Best Portrait Photo

Once again, encourage more entries. Also, encourage people to explain, identify,
make notes of what entries they want judged. Also, to keep to the desc ription of
the c ategory. If it does not fit, c an't judge it even if it is great. Enc ourage those who
submit to ask if they are not sure.
I am going by the rules whic h say artist, etc . Some of these are great but need to be
portrait or news or sport.....
Some good efforts. I wish newspapers would run great photos bigger! Takes away
from their impact.
A lot of wonderful c hoic es here, in terms of imagination. I'd like to see more
originality, especially in terms of covering annual events. A few of these bordered
on news vs. feature for me, too. My go to- would it stop me as a reader to look at
it.
Get some more newspapers to submit in this category. What was sent was well
done.
Once again, encourage more entries. Also, encourage people to explain, identify,
make notes of what entries they want judged. Also, to keep to the desc ription of
the c ategory. If it does not fit, c an't judge it even if it is great. Enc ourage those who
submit to ask if they are not sure.

I am going by the rules whic h say artist, etc . Some of these are great but need to be
portrait or news or sport.....
Some good efforts. I wish newspapers would run great photos bigger! Takes away
from their impact.
Are photo illustrations - use of Photoshop, etc ., ac c eptable? That to me is not a
photo, it is an illustration.
And it just might be me, but when you say "personality of the subject" are we
talking the person(s) or the news event?
Also, if I don't get enough information from the submission comments, I cannot
accurately judge the news value.
Thanks.

Chris McConnell

A real character study. This picture is worth words. Sharp,
interesting, engaging, well balanced.
What a wonderful, engaging, moment in time captured so
well. It tells a story on its own and is sure to draw a lot of
eyes and smiles.

Division 4: Weekly and daily newspapers with circulation of 4,501 or more. Best Portrait Photo

Once again, encourage more entries. Also, encourage people to explain, identify,
make notes of what entries they want judged. Also, to keep to the desc ription of
the c ategory. If it does not fit, c an't judge it even if it is great. Enc ourage those who
submit to ask if they are not sure.
I am going by the rules whic h say artist, etc . Some of these are great but need to be
portrait or news or sport.....
Some good efforts. I wish newspapers would run great photos bigger! Takes away
from their impact.
A lot of wonderful c hoic es here, in terms of imagination. I'd like to see more
originality, especially in terms of covering annual events. A few of these bordered
on news vs. feature for me, too. My go to- would it stop me as a reader to look at
it.

I feel like the passenger in a c ar seeing this as it happens. And
come on, dogs and bikers?! Nicely done, technically
Motorcycle Dog
wonderful. I'd stop to look at this
Kurt Wilson
12-05-18 Spinning the stars For its persistence and technical quality alone, but also its
over Bear Paw Lake
brilliance and beauty.
Colin Thompson

Division 5: Daily newspapers (6 & 7 day).

A lot of wonderful c hoic es here, in terms of imagination. I'd like to see more
originality, especially in terms of covering annual events. A few of these bordered
on news vs. feature for me, too. My go to- would it stop me as a reader to look at
it.
Get some more newspapers to submit in this category. What was sent was well
done.

Daniel McKay

Andi Bourne

What a wonderful character. Great idea for the backdrop.
Still Skiing
How about getting the subject just a bit off center? Engaging Greg Lindstrom
Aiden Berntson brings his
market rabbits to auctioneer This pic ture tells a story - it stands on its own. If I c ould just
Randy Searer.
see the bunny!
Sarah Bloom

The rules say people, so those photos without a people foc us I am not really
looking at.

This was a tough dec ision - there were about six or so photos that told a story and
captured a moment so well. Nice work in this group overall.
Some absolutely wonderful entries here....Kudos to all who entered. So, I need to
go by the rules. Some were more news vs. portrait, or feature vs. portrait, but,
onc e again, so pleasing to view.
Are photo illustrations - use of Photoshop, etc ., ac c eptable? That to me is not a
photo, it is an illustration.
And it just might be me, but when you say "personality of the subject" are we
talking the person(s) or the news event?
Also, if I don't get enough information from the submission comments, I cannot
accurately judge the news value.
Thanks.

Division 2: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 1, 251 to 2,000.

Best Portrait Photo

Second Place

Whitefish Pilot

Division 1: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation of 1,250 or less.

Best Portrait Photo

Second Place

The Big Timber Pioneer

Once again, the picture tells a story about the person. You
get a real feel for demeanor and place here. Good focus and
balance once again.
A great portrait. The colors, placement of the subject,
Ranchers say they're looking objects in the photo (hat, background) all work together to
to the future
tell the story on the subjec t's fac e.

Division 5: Daily newspapers (6 & 7 day).

Best Portrait Photo

Second Place

The Missoulian

Bird Man

Cycle shop owner

Well done technically, well composed and so evocative.
Onc e again, a story is told by the lyric al photo.

Third Place

Havre Daily News

2-21-18 Tall Tale

Division 3: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 2,001 to 4,500.

Best Portrait Photo

Third Place

Glasgow Courier

Coffee with a Cop

Division 2: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 1, 251 to 2,000.

Best Portrait Photo

Third Place

Choteau Acantha

Division 1: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation of 1,250 or less.

Best Portrait Photo

Third Place

Division 5: Daily newspapers (6 & 7 day).

Best Portrait Photo

Third Place

Division 1: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation of 1,250 or less.
Division 2: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 1, 251 to 2,000.

Best Online Ad
Best Online Ad

First Place
First Place

Brent Roeder judges chicken Well organized. Viewers eyes are well direc ted and a story is
at 4-H fair
evident here. Great focus and action.
A good example of a subjec t at work and engaged in that
Facebooking through the
moment and so then are your viewers. Nic e idea, tec hnic ally
Big Horn County News
c reative marketplac e
sound.
So, he is. The photo proves it, the composition, his
expression. It's him. That's what this category is all about.
Independent Record
The Antlerman
Good work.
A & A Stieg Wholesale, Dirt
The Ekalaka Eagle
Cheap Deals
Yellowstone County News Lookin Out For You!

Division 3: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 2,001 to 4,500.
Best Online Ad
Division 4: Weekly and daily newspapers with circulation of 4,501 or more. Best Online Ad

First Place
First Place

Belgrade News
Flathead Beacon

Division 5: Daily newspapers (6 & 7 day).

Best Online Ad

First Place

The Missoulian

Division 1: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation of 1,250 or less.

Best Online Ad

Second Place

The Ekalaka Eagle

Division 3: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 2,001 to 4,500.
Best Online Ad
Division 4: Weekly and daily newspapers with circulation of 4,501 or more. Best Online Ad

Second Place
Second Place

Belgrade News
Flathead Beacon

Division 5: Daily newspapers (6 & 7 day).

Best Online Ad

Second Place

Daily Inter Lake

Division 1: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation of 1,250 or less.

Best Online Ad

Third Place

The Ekalaka Eagle

Division 3: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 2,001 to 4,500.

Best Online Ad

Third Place

Belgrade News

Division 5: Daily newspapers (6 & 7 day).

Best Online Ad

Third Place

Division 5: Daily newspapers (6 & 7 day).

Best Ad to Sell or Promote
Merchandise black & white First Place

Best Ad to Sell or Promote
Division 4: Weekly and daily newspapers with circulation of 4,501 or more. Merchandise black & white First Place

Nolan Lister

Kurt Wilson

Great subject. Engaging. Good idea, but why cut off the
toes? And imagine taking this from the floor up? I am sure
folks talked about this and that is what photos are for.
Colin Thompson
The girl's smile really draws the viewer in, and then up to the
sheriff. Nice moment. Watch the technicals: shadow; light
flare.

Division 4: Weekly and daily newspapers with circulation of 4,501 or more. Best Portrait Photo

Belgrade Fastpitch Signups
Hidden Key Gif

Daniel McKay

Good use of photo.

Loved the colors, imagery. Caught my attention
immediately. I am not a skier but would have c lic ked
Bob Wards Ski
through.
A & A Stieg Wholesale, Little
Helpers
Belgrade Community
Coalition- Festival of Lights
ad
Would have loved to see more lights!
Hidden Key Static
Liked the imagery in this campaign, and use of spot color. A
few less words. DRINK. DINE. STAY. PLAY. would have been
Evergreen
simple ways to draw me in.
HomeSplash Ad for County
Fair and Rodeo

Vonnie Jacobson

Andrew Turck

thom bridge

The rules say people, so those photos without a people foc us I am not really
looking at.

This was a tough dec ision - there were about six or so photos that told a story and
captured a moment so well. Nice work in this group overall.
Some absolutely wonderful entries here....Kudos to all who entered. So, I need to
go by the rules. Some were more news vs. portrait, or feature vs. portrait, but,
onc e again, so pleasing to view.

Lots of good ads in this c ategory. Less is always more - foc us on imagery and less
words to catch the readers attention.

Eric Lovec

These are good print ads. Harder to read online.

George Hoffman, Bec ky
Sheehan
Beacon Staff
Kelley Winkler, Anita
Emerson

Lots of good ads in this c ategory. Less is always more - foc us on imagery and less
words to catch the readers attention.

Billings Gazette

Sir Sc ott's Oasis
Billings Real Estate
Professionals

Love the simplicity of this. Great colors. Stood out on busy
page.

Eric Lovec
These are good print ads. Harder to read online.
George Hoffman, Bec ky
Sheehan
Lots of good ads in this c ategory. Less is always more - foc us on imagery and less
BG Advertising Staff
words to catch the readers attention.

Billings Gazette

Dana Motors

With so many c ars marked sold, it makes me believe that a
lot of people are buying cars from them and so should I.

BG Advertising Staff

Havre Daily News

Havre Optometric
Computer Plus - Having
trouble getting that letter
sent to Santa?

Food, fun and prizes all mentioned in this ad. That should
bring the people in.

Stacy Mantle

Great use of artwork in that ad. If that doesn't make you go
purchase a computer nothing will.

Cindy Hall, Alice Neal

Division 2: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 1, 251 to 2,000.

Best Ad to Sell or Promote
Merchandise black & white First Place

Choteau Acantha

At Home Flooring

Creative ad design with the new kitchen in the background.
Love the idea of c oming home to a new kitc hen.
Jeff Martinsen

Division 1: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation of 1,250 or less.

Best Ad to Sell or Promote
Merchandise black & white First Place

The Ekalaka Eagle

A & B Auto Sales Deal of the
Week

I like that the entire ad is dedicated to one car and includes
price, and other valuable info when buying a car.

Division 5: Daily newspapers (6 & 7 day).

Best Ad to Sell or Promote
Merchandise black & white Second Place

Billings Gazette

Central Heating

Good clean smaller ad with good info contained within the
ad.
BG Advertising Staff

Miles City Star

Performance on the Prairie
Central Montana Variety
20% off all remaining
Halloween items

Best Ad to Sell or Promote
Merchandise black & white Second Place

Are photo illustrations - use of Photoshop, etc ., ac c eptable? That to me is not a
photo, it is an illustration.
And it just might be me, but when you say "personality of the subject" are we
talking the person(s) or the news event?
Also, if I don't get enough information from the submission comments, I cannot
accurately judge the news value.
Thanks.

Missoulian Staff

Division 3: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 2,001 to 4,500.

Division 3: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 2,001 to 4,500.

This was a tough dec ision - there were about six or so photos that told a story and
captured a moment so well. Nice work in this group overall.
Some absolutely wonderful entries here....Kudos to all who entered. So, I need to
go by the rules. Some were more news vs. portrait, or feature vs. portrait, but,
onc e again, so pleasing to view.

Eric Lovec
These are good print ads. Harder to read online.
Jonathan McNiven
Bec ky Sheehan, George
Hoffman
Beacon Staff

Best Ad to Sell or Promote
Merchandise black & white First Place

Best Ad to Sell or Promote
Division 4: Weekly and daily newspapers with circulation of 4,501 or more. Merchandise black & white Second Place

The rules say people, so those photos without a people foc us I am not really
looking at.

Lewistown News-Argus

Lewistown News-Argus

Eric Lovec

If you're looking to raise c attle, this ad should c atc h your
attention.

Monic a Newell

Love the way this ad is laid out with a c opy of the need
request. They make it very easy to make a donation.

Terri Selph, Megan
Manley

Division 2: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 1, 251 to 2,000.

Best Ad to Sell or Promote
Merchandise black & white Second Place

Yellowstone County News BigHorn Boots

Division 1: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation of 1,250 or less.

Best Ad to Sell or Promote
Merchandise black & white Second Place

The Ekalaka Eagle

Dawg House Pub St. Patric k's
Day
This ad looks like St. Patty's fun. Makes me want to go there. Eric Lovec

Division 5: Daily newspapers (6 & 7 day).

Best Ad to Sell or Promote
Merchandise black & white Third Place

Independent Record

Value Auto

Hail sale says good deals to most people. Use it when you
can.

Christopher Couey

Rolling Rubber Point S

Good attention getting header, but the ad text could use
some pics.

Monic a Newell

Everybody loves a good auction.The layout of this ad draw
me to it. Nic e layout.

Bec ky Sheehan, George
Hoffman

Best Ad to Sell or Promote
Division 4: Weekly and daily newspapers with circulation of 4,501 or more. Merchandise black & white Third Place

Miles City Star

Good to use price, and a benefit statement of "never have
cold feet again."

Kate Teza, Jonathan
Mc Niven

Division 3: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 2,001 to 4,500.

Best Ad to Sell or Promote
Merchandise black & white Third Place

Belgrade News

Logan Auction Service

Division 2: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 1, 251 to 2,000.

Best Ad to Sell or Promote
Merchandise black & white Third Place

Choteau Acantha

Mountain Front Market,
Sunsc reen

Third Place

The Ekalaka Eagle

Track and Arena Rodeos

First Place

The Missoulian

Pattee Creek

Missoulian Staff

First Place

Flathead Beacon

406 Bar & Grill

Julianna Marttila

First Place

Laurel Outlook

Laurel Lions Fireworks

Stacey Osborne

First Place

Hungry Horse News

Gil's

Brenda Ritter

First Place

The Ekalaka Eagle

Community Wide Yard Sale

Eric Lovec

Second Place

Montana Standard

Millers contest giveaway

Devyn Hunter

Second Place

Flathead Beacon

Second Place

Belgrade News

Wheaton's Fantastic Fall Sale
Manhattan Chamber of
Commerce

Julianna Marttila
Bec ky Sheehan, George
Hoffman

Second Place

Carbon County News
The Valierian

Locals Night
Devoe's Builders Servic e May Specials

Amy Spaulding

Second Place
Third Place

Billings Gazette

Shiptons Big R

BG Advertising Staff

Third Place

Flathead Beacon

Sportsman - Baseball

Third Place

Belgrade News

Once Upon A Child

Dwayne Harris
Bec ky Sheehan, George
Hoffman

Third Place

Carbon County News

Sunday Bruch

Amy Spaulding

Third Place

The Ekalaka Eagle

Alkali Inc. Bull Sale Color Ad

Eric Lovec

First Place

Billings Gazette

Billings Federal Credit Union

BG Advertising Staff

First Place

Havre Daily News

Taste of Jazz

Jenn Thompson

First Place

Laurel Outlook

Stokke Family Dentistry

Stacey Osborne

First Place

Choteau Acantha

CEF Pub Trivia

Jeff Martinsen

First Place

The Ekalaka Eagle

Submit Fair Entries

Eric Lovec

Second Place

Billings Gazette

Blackbird Beauty Bar

BG Advertising Staff

Second Place

Havre Daily News
Choteau Acantha

Northern Winz Casino
Choteau Chamber, Beer
Garden

Jenn Thompson

Second Place
Second Place

The Ekalaka Eagle

Fossil Dig Day at Museum

Eric Lovec

Third Place

Independent Record

GBR Contracting

Cathyann Christian

Third Place

Carbon County News

Amy Spaulding

Third Place

The Ekalaka Eagle

Beartooth Tree Servic e
Trick or Trunk at Lutheran
Church

First Place

Billings Gazette

Wilson & Wilson

BG Advertising Staff

Division 1: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation of 1,250 or less.
Division 5: Daily newspapers (6 & 7 day).
Division 4: Weekly and daily newspapers with circulation of 4,501 or more.
Division 3: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 2,001 to 4,500.
Division 2: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 1, 251 to 2,000.
Division 1: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation of 1,250 or less.
Division 5: Daily newspapers (6 & 7 day).
Division 4: Weekly and daily newspapers with circulation of 4,501 or more.
Division 3: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 2,001 to 4,500.
Division 2: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 1, 251 to 2,000.
Division 1: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation of 1,250 or less.
Division 5: Daily newspapers (6 & 7 day).
Division 4: Weekly and daily newspapers with circulation of 4,501 or more.
Division 3: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 2,001 to 4,500.
Division 2: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 1, 251 to 2,000.
Division 1: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation of 1,250 or less.
Division 5: Daily newspapers (6 & 7 day).
Division 4: Weekly and daily newspapers with circulation of 4,501 or more.
Division 3: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 2,001 to 4,500.
Division 2: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 1, 251 to 2,000.
Division 1: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation of 1,250 or less.
Division 5: Daily newspapers (6 & 7 day).
Division 4: Weekly and daily newspapers with circulation of 4,501 or more.
Division 2: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 1, 251 to 2,000.
Division 1: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation of 1,250 or less.
Division 5: Daily newspapers (6 & 7 day).
Division 2: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 1, 251 to 2,000.
Division 1: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation of 1,250 or less.
Division 5: Daily newspapers (6 & 7 day).

Best Ad to Sell or Promote
Merchandise black & white
Best Ad to Sell or Promote
Merchandise color
Best Ad to Sell or Promote
Merchandise color
Best Ad to Sell or Promote
Merchandise color
Best Ad to Sell or Promote
Merchandise color
Best Ad to Sell or Promote
Merchandise color
Best Ad to Sell or Promote
Merchandise color
Best Ad to Sell or Promote
Merchandise color
Best Ad to Sell or Promote
Merchandise color
Best Ad to Sell or Promote
Merchandise color
Best Ad to Sell or Promote
Merchandise color
Best Ad to Sell or Promote
Merchandise color
Best Ad to Sell or Promote
Merchandise color
Best Ad to Sell or Promote
Merchandise color
Best Ad to Sell or Promote
Merchandise color
Best Ad to Sell or Promote
Merchandise color
Best Ad to Sell or Promote
Servic es blac k & white
Best Ad to Sell or Promote
Servic es blac k & white
Best Ad to Sell or Promote
Servic es blac k & white
Best Ad to Sell or Promote
Servic es blac k & white
Best Ad to Sell or Promote
Servic es blac k & white
Best Ad to Sell or Promote
Servic es blac k & white
Best Ad to Sell or Promote
Servic es blac k & white
Best Ad to Sell or Promote
Servic es blac k & white
Best Ad to Sell or Promote
Servic es blac k & white
Best Ad to Sell or Promote
Servic es blac k & white
Best Ad to Sell or Promote
Servic es blac k & white
Best Ad to Sell or Promote
Servic es blac k & white
Best Ad to Sell or Promote
Servic es c olor

Jeff Martinsen

Love the action shots of a rodeo. Giddy up!

Eric Lovec

Jenny Wherley

Jeff Martinsen

Eric Lovec

Best Ad to Sell or Promote
Division 4: Weekly and daily newspapers with circulation of 4,501 or more. Servic es c olor
Best Ad to Sell or Promote
Division 3: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 2,001 to 4,500.
Servic es c olor
Best Ad to Sell or Promote
Division 2: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 1, 251 to 2,000.
Servic es c olor
Best Ad to Sell or Promote
Division 1: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation of 1,250 or less.
Servic es c olor
Best Ad to Sell or Promote
Division 5: Daily newspapers (6 & 7 day).
Servic es c olor
Best Ad to Sell or Promote
Division 4: Weekly and daily newspapers with circulation of 4,501 or more. Servic es c olor
Best Ad to Sell or Promote
Division 3: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 2,001 to 4,500.
Servic es c olor
Best Ad to Sell or Promote
Division 2: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 1, 251 to 2,000.
Servic es c olor
Best Ad to Sell or Promote
Division 1: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation of 1,250 or less.
Servic es c olor
Best Ad to Sell or Promote
Division 5: Daily newspapers (6 & 7 day).
Servic es c olor
Best Ad to Sell or Promote
Division 4: Weekly and daily newspapers with circulation of 4,501 or more. Servic es c olor
Best Ad to Sell or Promote
Division 3: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 2,001 to 4,500.
Servic es c olor
Best Ad to Sell or Promote
Division 2: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 1, 251 to 2,000.
Servic es c olor
Best Ad to Sell or Promote
Division 1: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation of 1,250 or less.
Servic es c olor

First Place

Flathead Beacon

Izaak Walton - Make the
Drive

Dwayne Harris

First Place

Ravalli Republic

Help Wanted

Dara Saltzman

First Place

Whitefish Pilot

Barefoot Movement

Brenda Ritter

First Place

The Big Timber Pioneer

Merry Christmas

Holly Staples

Second Place

Billings Gazette

Staged To Sell

BG Advertising Staff

Second Place

Flathead Beacon

Art Walk

Second Place

Belgrade News

EZ Body Shop

Julianna Marttila
George Hoffman, Bec ky
Sheehan

Second Place

Whitefish Pilot

Ace

Shawn Withrow

Second Place

The Big Timber Pioneer

Bus Drivers

Holly Staples

Third Place

Montana Standard

Town Pump Festival

Missy Roberston

Third Place

Flathead Beacon

B98 Rocks!

Third Place

Lewistown News-Argus

Agriculture

Dwayne Harris
Dearlene Hodik, Megan
Manley

Third Place

Carbon County News

Bank of Bridger

Third Place

The Ekalaka Eagle

Best Sponsor Page

First Place

The Ekalaka Eagle

Nash Sauers Graduation
District Volleyball
Tournament

Division 4: Weekly and daily newspapers with circulation of 4,501 or more. Best Sponsor Page

First Place

Havre Daily News

Bac k to Sc hool ABC

Division 5: Daily newspapers (6 & 7 day).

Best Sponsor Page

First Place

Daily Inter Lake

Whitefish Skijoring

Division 3: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 2,001 to 4,500.
Division 2: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 1, 251 to 2,000.

Best Sponsor Page
Best Sponsor Page

First Place
First Place

Sidney Herald
Carbon County News

Division 1: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation of 1,250 or less.

LYIP court ruling celebration
Jim Bridger Days 2018
Shop Small Saturday in
Shelby

Division 1: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation of 1,250 or less.

Eric Lovec
Good design and I like the brackets. Informative page.
Nic e page to kic k off the bac k to sc hool season, with great
tips.
Nicely designed ad with good action photo to bring reader
in. Good information.
Strong support for an important community issue.
Lots of good information but in an easy to follow design.
Nic e use of c olor with the ads. A great loc al c ommunity day
to support.
Nice action in the photo. Would have been better to
include color on the sponsor ads.
Simple ad but yet compelling design. Good use of color.

Eric Lovec
Jenn Thompson
Shawn Withrow
Kelly Miller, Harleigh
Roth
Amy Spaulding
Ashley Kavanagh,
Jenny Wherley
Stacy Mantle, Jenn
Thompson
Brenda Ritter
Bec ky Sheehan, George
Hoffman

Best Sponsor Page

Second Place

Shelby Promoter

Division 4: Weekly and daily newspapers with circulation of 4,501 or more. Best Sponsor Page
Division 5: Daily newspapers (6 & 7 day).
Best Sponsor Page

Second Place
Second Place

Havre Daily News
Daily Inter Lake

Division 3: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 2,001 to 4,500.

Best Sponsor Page

Second Place

Belgrade News

Congratulations Lady Bears
Job Fair
Good Luc k West Valley
Teams

Division 2: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 1, 251 to 2,000.

Best Sponsor Page

Second Place

Hungry Horse News

50 Things to Do

Good to recognize multiple teams on one page.
Good list of things to do throughout the year. Likely
hanging on refrigerators.
Good design and I like the brackets. Informative page. Top
portion of ad is busier than winning entry. A bit
overpowering top graphic.
Good community shopping support page.
Good ad to rec ognize FFA week.
Nice to have the individual photos and the team photo.

Nice action photo to grab attention and bring the reader in. Shawn Withrow

Shawn Withrow

Division 1: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation of 1,250 or less.
Division 4: Weekly and daily newspapers with circulation of 4,501 or more.
Division 5: Daily newspapers (6 & 7 day).
Division 3: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 2,001 to 4,500.

Best Sponsor Page
Best Sponsor Page
Best Sponsor Page
Best Sponsor Page

Third Place
Third Place
Third Place
Third Place

The Ekalaka Eagle
Havre Daily News
Daily Inter Lake
Glasgow Courier

Divisional Basketball
Tournament
Shop Hometown
FFA
Cross Country Booster

Division 2: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 1, 251 to 2,000.

Best Sponsor Page

Third Place

Whitefish Pilot

Whitefish Skijoring

First Place

Daily Inter Lake

First Place

Shelby Promoter

First Place

Choteau Acantha

Interac tive eEdition
Send them to school with a
little bit of HOME!
Choteau Acantha,
subscriptions

First Place

Flathead Beacon

All the Tools

Good subscription ad and photo.
Nice clean and simple design. Attractive presentation. A
little says a lot. I will steal this one!

First Place

Belgrade News

Ag Spotlight

Nicely designed to bring the reader in.

Steve Larson
Bec ky Hoffman, George
Hoffman

Second Place

Daily Inter Lake

Pressman

Great to use a real-life photo of the job.

Shawn Withrow

Second Place

The Ekalaka Eagle

Second Place

Whitefish Pilot

Second Place

Flathead Beacon

Holiday Greeting Ads
Good teaser to prime the pump for big greeting ad sales.
End of the Year Blow Out on Nic e attrac tive ad to push the books off the shelf for
Books
Christmas.
A lot of c opy but good detail. Makes me want to find out
Join the Editor's Club
more about the club.

Second Place

Belgrade News

Third Place

Billings Gazette

Best Newspaper
Division 5: Daily newspapers (6 & 7 day).
Promotional Ad
Best Newspaper
Division 1: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation of 1,250 or less.
Promotional Ad
Best Newspaper
Division 2: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 1, 251 to 2,000.
Promotional Ad
Best Newspaper
Division 4: Weekly and daily newspapers with circulation of 4,501 or more. Promotional Ad
Best Newspaper
Division 3: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 2,001 to 4,500.
Promotional Ad
Best Newspaper
Division 5: Daily newspapers (6 & 7 day).
Promotional Ad
Best Newspaper
Division 1: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation of 1,250 or less.
Promotional Ad
Best Newspaper
Division 2: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 1, 251 to 2,000.
Promotional Ad
Best Newspaper
Division 4: Weekly and daily newspapers with circulation of 4,501 or more. Promotional Ad
Best Newspaper
Division 3: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 2,001 to 4,500.
Promotional Ad
Best Newspaper
Division 5: Daily newspapers (6 & 7 day).
Promotional Ad

Belgrade News "Fair Game"
BG Retail - Montana Land
Promo

Eric Lovec
Jenn Thompson
Shawn Withrow
Rachel Sigmundstad

Everything you need to know about the new Edition but
were afraid to ask. Lots of information but pac kaged nic ely. Shawn Withrow
Clean promotional ad. Good to send a piece of home to the
college-bound students.
Jenny Wherley

Good design and information.
Attrac tive layout and information. Makes you want to see
more.

Sandra Dogiakos

Eric Lovec
Brenda Ritter
Steve Larson
Bec ky Sheehan, George
Hoffman
BG Advertising Staff

Division 1: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation of 1,250 or less.

Best Newspaper
Promotional Ad
Best Newspaper
Promotional Ad
Best Newspaper
Promotional Ad
Best Newspaper
Promotional Ad
Best Use of Loc al
Photography in an Ad
Best Use of Loc al
Photography in an Ad
Best Use of Loc al
Photography in an Ad
Best Use of Loc al
Photography in an Ad
Best Use of Loc al
Photography in an Ad
Best Use of Loc al
Photography in an Ad
Best Use of Loc al
Photography in an Ad
Best Use of Loc al
Photography in an Ad
Best Use of Loc al
Photography in an Ad
Best Use of Loc al
Photography in an Ad
Best Use of Loc al
Photography in an Ad
Best Use of Loc al
Photography in an Ad
Best Use of Loc al
Photography in an Ad

The Ekalaka Eagle

Bump N Run

Division 5: Daily newspapers (6 & 7 day).

Best Marketing Campaign

First Place

Billings Gazette

Fairway Mortgage

Division 4: Weekly and daily newspapers with circulation of 4,501 or more. Best Marketing Campaign

First Place

Flathead Beacon

Division 3: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 2,001 to 4,500.

Best Marketing Campaign

First Place

Belgrade News

Division 1: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation of 1,250 or less.
Division 2: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 1, 251 to 2,000.

Best Marketing Campaign
Best Marketing Campaign

First Place
First Place

The Ekalaka Eagle
A & B Auto Sales
Yellowstone County News We're Lookin out for you

Division 1: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation of 1,250 or less.
Division 2: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 1, 251 to 2,000.
Division 4: Weekly and daily newspapers with circulation of 4,501 or more.
Division 3: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 2,001 to 4,500.
Division 4: Weekly and daily newspapers with circulation of 4,501 or more.
Division 5: Daily newspapers (6 & 7 day).
Division 3: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 2,001 to 4,500.
Division 2: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 1, 251 to 2,000.
Division 1: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation of 1,250 or less.
Division 4: Weekly and daily newspapers with circulation of 4,501 or more.
Division 3: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 2,001 to 4,500.
Division 2: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 1, 251 to 2,000.
Division 1: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation of 1,250 or less.
Division 4: Weekly and daily newspapers with circulation of 4,501 or more.
Division 3: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 2,001 to 4,500.
Division 2: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 1, 251 to 2,000.

Division 5: Daily newspapers (6 & 7 day).

Third Place

The Ekalaka Eagle

Stay Connec ted

Simple with a good message

Eric Lovec

Third Place

Hungry Horse News

Unlimited

Good promo for the digital options.

Shawn Withrow

Third Place

Flathead Beacon

Steve Larson

Third Place

Laurel Outlook

Congratulations Sportsman Good design and presentation.
Send your student to college
with a subscription
Clean, simple message.

First Place

Havre Daily News

Valley Furniture

First Place

Independent Record

Halloween

First Place

Belgrade News

Circ le S Seed

Stacy Mantle
Thom Bridge, Diane
Chatriand
Bec ky Sheehan, George
Hoffman

First Place

Yellowstone County News We're Lookin out for you!

Jonathan McNiven

First Place

Seeley Swan Pathfinder

Fun in the Sun

Andi Bourne

Second Place

Havre Daily News

Stacy Mantle

Second Place

Laurel Outlook

Bear Paw Roundup
Hand Car Wash Grand
Opening (Master Lube)

Second Place

Choteau Acantha

Augusta Rodeo, Thank You

Jeff Martinsen

Second Place

The Ekalaka Eagle

Fair Schedule

Third Place

Flathead Beacon

Hops Series A

Third Place

Belgrade News

Third Place

The Herald-News

Think Pink Check Donation
Your Local Advertising
Consultants

Eric Lovec
Dwayne Harris, Greg
Lindstrom
Bec ky Sheehan, George
Hoffman
Darla Downs, Jessic a
Smith

Third Place

Eric Lovec

Stacey Osborne

Kids always help sell something and mortgages are no
different. Good looking ads in strategic locations.
Very creative eye-catching design. Different demos used in
McGarvey Law
each ad.
Great series of ads high lighting the different lines of
Belgrade True Value switc hes products and services being offered by Ace Hardware - even
to Belgrade Ac e Hardware
the rental.

BG Advertising Staff

From the first ad asking "what are you planting this season"
to the next ad "everything is in full bloom" had the same
basic look, just a different message. Easy to know the ads
were tied together.
All these ads look alike - people are having fun. Great use of
c o-op art with a loc al frame.
With the logo prominently at the top of the ad, these ads all
tie together nic ely, with a different message in eac h one.
Nic e design.
All with a slightly different look to tie into that time of year,
the ads tied together very nic ely.
I like how all these ads tied together with a c onsistent look
and feel. Nice clean design.
Nic ely designed, easy to rec ognize ads.

Best Marketing Campaign

Second Place

Billings Gazette

Nana's Bloomers

Second Place

Flathead Beacon

Jesc o

Division 3: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 2,001 to 4,500.

Best Marketing Campaign

Second Place

Ravalli Republic

Iron Horse Athletic Club

Division 2: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 1, 251 to 2,000.

Best Marketing Campaign

Second Place

Whitefish Pilot

Loren's Auto

Division 5: Daily newspapers (6 & 7 day).
Best Marketing Campaign
Division 4: Weekly and daily newspapers with circulation of 4,501 or more. Best Marketing Campaign

Third Place
Third Place

Daily Inter Lake
Havre Daily News

Hockaday Museum of Art
Havre Optometric

Division 3: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 2,001 to 4,500.
Division 2: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 1, 251 to 2,000.
Division 5: Daily newspapers (6 & 7 day).
Division 4: Weekly and daily newspapers with circulation of 4,501 or more.
Division 3: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 2,001 to 4,500.
Division 2: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 1, 251 to 2,000.

Third Place
Third Place
First Place
First Place
First Place
First Place

Belgrade News
Whitefish Pilot
Bozeman Daily Chronicle
Flathead Beacon
Sidney Herald
Whitefish Pilot

Division 1: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation of 1,250 or less.
Best Website
Division 5: Daily newspapers (6 & 7 day).
Best Website
Division 4: Weekly and daily newspapers with circulation of 4,501 or more. Best Website

First Place
Second Place
Second Place

Seeley Swan Pathfinder
Independent Record
Havre Daily News

Division 3: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 2,001 to 4,500.

Best Website

Second Place

Lewistown News-Argus

Division 2: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 1, 251 to 2,000.
Division 1: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation of 1,250 or less.

Best Website
Best Website

Second Place
Second Place

Choteau Acantha
The Ekalaka Eagle

Three Rivers Clinic
Whitefish Pilot Less than 70 Good headline pulling people into the ad.
Bozeman Daily Chronicle
Love the header, navigation is top notch. Not too busy.
flatheadbeacon.com
www.sidneyherald.com
Whitefish Pilot website
Seeley Swan Pathfinder
website
www.helenair.com
Excellent use of content, designed well.
Havre Daily News
Lewistown News-Argus
www.lewistownnews.com
http://www.choteauacanth
a.com
The Ekalaka Eagle webpage

Division 5: Daily newspapers (6 & 7 day).

Best Website

Third Place

Great Falls Tribune

greatfallstribune.com

Content a little too busy. Nic e variety.

Three quality campaigns in this competition. Not much separated #1 to #3.

Steve Larson
George Hoffman, Bec ky
Sheehan

I like that they ran a good selec tion of c ar types in the ads to
let people know they c arry a wide selec tion of vehic le types. Eric Lovec
Unique approach using a very recognizable symbol.
Jonathan McNiven

Division 4: Weekly and daily newspapers with circulation of 4,501 or more. Best Marketing Campaign

Best Marketing Campaign
Best Marketing Campaign
Best Website
Best Website
Best Website
Best Website

Stacey Osborne

BG Advertising Staff

Great c ompetition in this c ategory. Good looking ads with lots of c reativity.

Three quality campaigns in this competition. Not much separated #1 to #3.

Beacon Staff

Dara Saltzman
Shawn Withrow

Great c ompetition in this c ategory. Good looking ads with lots of c reativity.

Shawn Withrow
Three quality campaigns in this competition. Not much separated #1 to #3.
Stacy Mantle
Bec ky Sheehan, George
Hoffman
Anna Mahlen
Great c ompetition in this c ategory. Good looking ads with lots of c reativity.
Staff
Beacon Staff
Bill Vander Weele
Whitefish Pilot staff
Nathan Bourne, Andi
Bourne
Staff
Havre Daily News
News-Argus Staff
Choteau Acantha Staff
Eric Lovec
Great Falls Tribune staff

Division 4: Weekly and daily newspapers with circulation of 4,501 or more. Best Website
Division 3: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 2,001 to 4,500.
Best Website

Third Place
Third Place

Division 2: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 1, 251 to 2,000.
Division 1: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation of 1,250 or less.

Best Website
Best Website

Third Place
Third Place

The Livingston Enterprise
Laurel Outlook
www.yellowstonecountyne
Yellowstone County News ws.com
Big Horn County News
Big Horn County News

Division 5: Daily newspapers (6 & 7 day).

Best Video

First Place

Daily Inter Lake

Native Fish Keepers

Division 4: Weekly and daily newspapers with circulation of 4,501 or more. Best Video

First Place

Havre Daily News

Blue Ponies Class A State
Championship

Livingston Enterprise
Laurel Outlook

Division 3: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 2,001 to 4,500.

Best Video

First Place

Laurel Outlook

Division 1: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation of 1,250 or less.

Best Video

First Place

The Ekalaka Eagle

Division 5: Daily newspapers (6 & 7 day).

Best Video

Second Place

Great Falls Tribune

Division 4: Weekly and daily newspapers with circulation of 4,501 or more. Best Video

Second Place

Havre Daily News

Going to Yellowstone
2018 Ekalaka Elementary
Awards Assembly recap
Dam man: Canyon Ferry
worker makes his rounds
ahead of flooding
Montana 2018 Class C State
Championship

Division 5: Daily newspapers (6 & 7 day).

Third Place

Daily Inter Lake

Beer preview

Division 5: Daily newspapers (6 & 7 day).

Best Video

Justin Post, Dwight
Harriman, Johnathan
Hettinger, Joseph
Bullington, Nate
Howard, John Sullivan
Evan Bruce
Jonathan and Tana
Mc Niven
Staff
A nice example of visual storytelling with action and
characters.
Starting the piece with the athletes themselves and telling
the story in their words, from their point of view with
visuals focused on them made this a stronger entry.

Casey Kreider

Havre Daily News Staff

Love it - espec ially the saved little bison getting revenge at
the end. Definitely not your typical news video - but in an
era of serious issues, it's nic e to see a refreshing take. Also, I
want the shirt as gifts for friends and family who live in areas Chris McConnell, Wes
where it would be appropriate!
Urbaniak
The sound quality had some challenges, but overall a nice
glimpse and recap off the students' ceremony.
Eric Lovec
Challenging sound but decent edits. Nice work at creating a
storyline around dramatic visuals.
Rion Sanders
Well edited with action and the story. Would have liked to
have the young ladies telling their own story.
Havre Daily News Staff
Nic ely shot with an array of views of the fac ility. The sound
worked well.
Kianna Gardner
Nice use of links throughout that allow audience to navigate
to other, related content. Would have liked the StoryMap to
be a horizontal set up for ease of vieing and navigation,
especially as this "widget" is new to many audiences. Nice
Robert Gutierrez, Rion
mix of visual elements that generally corresponded with
text in the presentation.
Sanders, Karl Puc kett
You had me at the home page - which had a dramatic visual
and set up a story menu with the three buttons that helped
audience find the rest of the great work.
Beacon Staff

Best Digital Presentation

First Place

Great Falls Tribune

In the path of the pipeline

Division 4: Weekly and daily newspapers with circulation of 4,501 or more. Best Digital Presentation

First Place

Flathead Beacon

Disappeared

Billings Gazette

Overall a really engaging use of interac tive elements that
took Google beyond its usually simple presentation. Digital
Is Montana really a blue
elements were well-labelled and presented in ways
state or a maroon one? Cat- audiences could understand and explore. Nice use of
Griz player maps
custom logos in the maps!
Chase Doak

Division 5: Daily newspapers (6 & 7 day).

Division 5: Daily newspapers (6 & 7 day).

Division 5: Daily newspapers (6 & 7 day).

Best Digital Presentation

Best Digital Presentation

Best Newspaper Spec ial
Sec tion

Second Place

Third Place

First Place

Independent Record

Bozeman Daily Chronicle

Many fatal crashes around
Helena in 5 years may have
been avoidable, data show

Sometimes relatively simple graphics/digital elements can
work very effec tively and that's what we have here. Wise
choice to start with a dramatic photo and then have a map
for context. The graphs and charts would be simplistic to an
academic but for a newspaper audience, they're presented
well - understandable, well-labelled, color-coordinated and Lauren Lewis, Thom
published adjacent to corresponding text.
Bridge

Fall Dining Guide

This publication catches your eye right away with the
amazing cover photo and glossy finish. The section is well
put together with large photos, great use of white spac e and
headings that draw you to... what is on the next page. Ads
are simple and graphically appealing. I would pick this
section up if I was visiting town. Suggestion: maybe include
an address to each business featured in the articles.
Staff

Best Newspaper Spec ial
Division 4: Weekly and daily newspapers with circulation of 4,501 or more. Sec tion

First Place

Flathead Beacon

Pic nic in the Park

Division 2: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 1, 251 to 2,000.

Best Newspaper Spec ial
Sec tion

First Place

Dillon Tribune

Beaverhead Agriculture

Great take home piec e!! The use of c olor and graphic s on the
c over grabs your attention to look at it and pic k this up.
Events are listed on page 5 and more in depth c overage
throughout the section. Suggestion: Make sure readers
know page 5 is a list of upc oming events instead of another
ad.
Dwayne Harris
Stories, art, advertising and overall feel telling a story of the
agriculture in your community. And I am a sucker for a cow
on the c over!
Dillon Tribune

Division 1: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation of 1,250 or less.

Best Newspaper Spec ial
Sec tion

First Place

Silver State Post

It's fair time!

Nic e piec e. Nic e to see so muc h support from loc al
businesses.

The Loop (Summer Edition)

Great Table Top piec e. Great use of art, graphic s,
typography, maps. stories and ads to pull the section
together for the reader.

Many of the entries were well presented photographs -- whic h is great for
storytelling. But per the entry category description, they needed to focus more on
the interactive elements and the ease of navigation for audiences. Overall, some
really interesting story subjects and solid journalism in the pieces.

Many of the entries were well presented photographs -- whic h is great for
storytelling. But per the entry category description, they needed to focus more on
the interactive elements and the ease of navigation for audiences. Overall, some
really interesting story subjects and solid journalism in the pieces.

Many of the entries were well presented photographs -- whic h is great for
storytelling. But per the entry category description, they needed to focus more on
the interactive elements and the ease of navigation for audiences. Overall, some
really interesting story subjects and solid journalism in the pieces.

Michael Stafford, Jane
Harr, Christina Bledsoe,
Cathy Harding
Honorable Mention:

Division 3: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 2,001 to 4,500.

Best Newspaper Spec ial
Sec tion

First Place

The Madisonian

Caitlin Avey, Geoff
Hamill

Belgrade News: Fair Game Hunting Guide
Laurel Outlook: PBR Sec tion

Best Newspaper Spec ial
Sec tion

Second Place

Bozeman Daily Chronicle

At Home

Best Newspaper Spec ial
Division 4: Weekly and daily newspapers with circulation of 4,501 or more. Sec tion

Second Place

Valley Journal

Farm & Ranc h

Best Newspaper Spec ial
Sec tion

Second Place

Dillon Tribune

Health & Wellness Guide

Division 5: Daily newspapers (6 & 7 day).

Division 2: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 1, 251 to 2,000.

Division 3: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 2,001 to 4,500.

Best Newspaper Spec ial
Sec tion

Second Place

The Madisonian

The Loop (Winter Edition)

Division 5: Daily newspapers (6 & 7 day).

Best Newspaper Spec ial
Sec tion

Third Place

The Missoulian

Bear Nec essities

Best Newspaper Spec ial
Division 4: Weekly and daily newspapers with circulation of 4,501 or more. Sec tion

Third Place

Livingston Enterprise

2018 Holiday Greetings

Great publication. Cover makes you think "art gallery".
When you open the piece you see the art of each home in
every story. Great pagination with words, photos and
graphic elements. Introduction spread explains the
publication well. Suggestion: Ads are lost in front and back
of the piece. Maybe split up the stories with ad placed in
between.
I loved this piec e. Brings you to the know the loc al Farm
community. Large photos, get use of white space and local
information makes it a c offee table piec e.
Health and Wellness sec tions are always a great piec e to
publish for your readers. Good variety of stories and
advertisers will hit readers on all ages and platforms.

Staff

Valley Journal staff

Dillon Tribune

Honorable Mention:
Reagan Colyer, John
Belgrade News: Fair Game Hunting Guide
Taylor, Erin Leonard,
Same as the summer edition. I would hold onto this section Susanne Hill, Nancy
for a while. Great information.
Whiting
Laurel Outlook: PBR Sec tion
Great piec e to stic k in your bac kpac k or bac k poc ket while
figuring out a new lifestyle of c ollege. Where to go, what to Emily Petrovski, Joe
do, what to see and what's new. Great job!
Weston, Mike Gulledge
Your holiday go to sec tion for the area's loc al events, letters
to Santa, and some Christmas stories. I enjoyed looking at
everyone's greeting all in one sec tion.
Justin Post, Staff
Honorable Mention:

Division 3: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 2,001 to 4,500.

Best Newspaper Spec ial
Sec tion

Third Place

Laurel Outlook

The Ultimate Holiday Gift
Guide

Division 5: Daily newspapers (6 & 7 day).

Best Niche Publication

First Place

Bozeman Daily Chronicle

Montana Wedding

Great series spec ial sec tion. Brought all aspec ts of the
Holiday's together.
Everything about this publication was top notch. The Love
Stories was fun to read too.

Best Niche Publication

First Place

Silver State Post

Destination

Division 4: Weekly and daily newspapers with circulation of 4,501 or more. Best Niche Publication

First Place

Flathead Beacon

Flathead Living

Division 2: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 1, 251 to 2,000.

First Place

Tobac c o Valley News

Robin Newman

When looking through this publication, I found myself
wanting to go there and visit. Good design made it easy to
read. Solid ad support throughout tells me the community
loves the produc t too - as it should.
What an awesome publication in every way possible. Top
notch product.
A different kind of progress edition and a different kind of
business directory - a hybrid if you will. The combination
made for a very nice niche pub.

The Loop (Winter Edition)

A great mix of stories in a well designed pac kage. Really
enjoyed reading through the different stories.

Division 1: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation of 1,250 or less.

Division 3: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 2,001 to 4,500.

Best Niche Publication

Best Niche Publication

First Place

The Madisonian

Division 5: Daily newspapers (6 & 7 day).

Best Niche Publication

Second Place

The Missoulian

Division 1: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation of 1,250 or less.

Best Niche Publication

Second Place

Silver State Post

Division 4: Weekly and daily newspapers with circulation of 4,501 or more. Best Niche Publication

Second Place

Havre Daily News

Division 2: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 1, 251 to 2,000.

Second Place

Dillon Tribune

Best Niche Publication

Schools, Healthcare, Seniors, Utilities, and RE - this
Missoula Newcomer's Guide publication had it all. Well laid out made it easy to use.
Good to see this c ommunity still does a Grad sec tion - it's
Class of 2018
important to those kids and their families. I like the business
congratulations!
sponsor at the bottom of each picture.
This piece is well done with great advertiser participation.
Havre Business Card
Undoubtedly people in this small community will save this
Directory 2018
piec e for future referenc e.
One c an really get a feel for the c ommunity when they look
Discover Dillon and
through this publication. Lots of good local information
Southwest Montana
with a nic e glossy c over.

Division 3: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 2,001 to 4,500.

Best Niche Publication

Second Place

Lewistown News-Argus

Disc over Lewistown

Division 5: Daily newspapers (6 & 7 day).

Best Niche Publication

Third Place

The Missoulian

Montana's Cultural
Treasures

Belgrade News: Fair Game Hunting Guide
Evan Bruce
Staff
Michael Stafford,
Christina Bledsoe, Jane
Harr
Beac on Staff

Robin Newman
Reagan Colyer, John
Taylor, Erin Leonard,
Susanne Hill, Nancy
Whiting
Jacque Walawander,
Holly Kuehlwein,
Rachel Crisp-Philips,
Joe Weston, Mike
Gulledge

Havre Daily News Staff

Dillon Tribune
Linda Gerleman, Tim
Hartford, Deb Hill,
Angie Davidson
Jacque Walawander,
The size and format made it different, and made it stand out. Holly Kuehlwein, Adam Wow, lots of awesome looking nic he pubs. Some of the toughest c ompetition I've
Easy to read, and graphically appealing too.
Potts
ever seen in one c ategory.
A really nice looking product with helpful information on
the area. Great looking design.

Division 4: Weekly and daily newspapers with circulation of 4,501 or more. Best Niche Publication

Third Place

Valley Journal

2018 Montana Summer

Division 2: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 1, 251 to 2,000.

Third Place

Dillon Tribune

College Suc c ess Guide

Fall Sports Preview

Local high school sports is a big part of the community, and
this publication understands that. Great use of pictures, and Dan Chesnet, Bec ky
love how eac h sc hool and sport was a little sc hedule of their Sheehan, George
own.
Hoffman

Division 3: Weekly newspapers with c irc ulation from 2,001 to 4,500.

Best Niche Publication

Third Place

Belgrade News

Wow, lots of awesome looking nic he pubs. Some of the toughest c ompetition I've
ever seen in one c ategory.

Christina Bledsoe, Jane
Harr, Michael Stafford

Found myself being pulled into this publication wanting to
know more about Montana. The calendar of events
throughout would be a very useful tool throughout the
summer, almost guaranteeing long shelf life of the
publication.
Nice publication for a small community to welcome
students bac k to the loc al c ollege.

Best Niche Publication

Laurel Outlook: PBR Sec tion
Wow, lots of awesome looking nic he pubs. Some of the toughest c ompetition I've
ever seen in one c ategory.

Valley Journal staff
Dillon Tribune

